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At the background of every Negro, however 
wise, or well educated, or brave, or good, 
is contemporar,r Africa which has no collective 
achievement ••• like other nationalities. 

Edgar Gardner Murphy, 1909. 

The problems of the American Negro must be thought 
of and settled on~ with continual reference to 
the problems of the West Indian Negroes, the problems 
of the French Negroes and the English Negroes, and 
above all, of the African Negroes. 

Wo E. B. Du Bois. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nationalist movements are general~ preceded or accompanied by 

ideas that provide a framework within which leaders mobilize support 

and mould' new images for ·once dominated people. The need for such 

movelrents in the African context has been particular~ strong. African 

political movements have developed from ideological movements which gave a 
\ 

distinctive tone to the clamour for independence. This strong need for 

ideological justification derives from the fact that the period of colonial 

rule was not onlY .a political and economic affair but, more importantly, it 

imposed a new social order emphasizing racial and cultural differences. In 

the case of Africa, racial and cultural differences were a euphemism for 

racial and cultural inferiority. 

The most persuasive and enduring of African ideologies has been that 

of Pan-Africanism. Out of the Itsponginess ll of this.concept came associated 

concepts and ideas that have become the mainst~ of African intellectual 

independence and development: 'African nationalism, the African personality, 

Negritude, African Socialism. All, in common usage, have become a sort of 

descriptive shorthand for a kaleidoscope of separate and distinct phenomena 

that' have characterized the African continent for the past half-century. 

Despite the widespread use of the concept of Pan-Africanism, there is not much 

agreement on the part of Africans or their leaders on just what the concept 

implies; understanding on their part has become a matter of experience. 
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The scope of this study is to examine the role played by H.E.B. Du Bois 

in the development of the Pan-African idea. Du Bois' direct influence v-las 

felt most prior to 1945 and to a great extent it was his leadership that 

provided the loose organizational structure that pe~sisted through a series 

of Congresses. More important~, however, it was Du Bois who provided 

the ideas that gave to Pan-A.fricanism a distinct ideology- that to a large 

degree has persisted to the present. 

The lifetime ofH.E.B. Du Bois, the most prolific of all Negro v-lriters 

and intellectuals, spans the decades from Negro emancipation down to 1963. 

Born in 1868, he had his first book published in 1896, and until his death 

there issued from his pen a flow of words that Isaacs sums up as "passionate 

and biting and strong and angr,y words, poetic and mrstical, great, florid 

and sweeping words, state~ and ornate words, vague, c;Loudy and of~en mut,ualJ.y 

cqntradictor,y words, and remarkab~ often, some deeply penetrating and piercing 

prophetic words."l His books included sociological studies, essays and sketches, 

biography and autobiography, histor,y, novels and poetry:. It was through such 

works that Du Bois t claim to influence upon Negroes was based. His works 

reflected his own life lon~ fight for dignity and respect and the securing for 

all Negroes civil rights and equality of opportunity. Much of his writing 

emphasized the relationship of the Negro to Africa and this was central to his 

Pan-African ideas. 

L Harold R. Isaacs,;. "Du Bois flond Africa", fW.ce, II, 
(November, 1960), p. 3. 
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: The study is divided into three chapters. The first deals with 

those aspects of Du Bois' life that provided the impetus for him in seelting 

solutions to America's racial problems on a world-wide basis with particular 

emphasis on Africa. This chapter also discusses the attachment that Du Bois 

felt for things African and his strong sense of racial kinship with the 

African people. The second chapter discusses those ideas of Du Bois that 

became the nucleus of the. Pan-African ideology. The third chapter examines 

the series of Pan-African Congresses that Du Bois was instrumental in 

summoning. 

In examining the role of Du Bois in the development of the Pan

African idea a number of propositions are advanced which, it is hoped, will 

be supported by the evidence contained in th~ three substantive chapters. 

These propositions are merelY advanced at this stage and will be given 

detailed examination in the concluding chapter. First, the study will 

attempt to Shovl that the Pan-African idea for Du Bois vIaS an attempt to 

resolve American racial problems in world~iLde and particularlY African terms. 

It served also as a means of escape for Du Bois from the realities of the 

American situation. Second, Pan-Africanism prior to 19h5 was not so much 

political in its impact as it was cultural. Here I hope to show that move

ments, sueh as earlY Pan~ricanism, consisting of a few intellectuals 

meeting periodically, have little hope of solving intense political and 

social problems. Their impact, if any, is that an idiom is created in which 

politic41ly more active organizations and leaders operate -- Du Bois' idiom 

being a particular view of the relationship between the coloured peoples 

of the world and their collective relationship to colonial powers. He 



attempted to destroy the old assumptions on vlhich racial superiority was 

based and substitute instead new assumptions proving the equality of races. 

Third, prior to 19h5, Pan-Africanism, organizationally, was not a move

ment, nor was it African; it was Du Bois. Fourth, the type and style of 

Du Bois' leadership severely curtailed any effectiveness Pan-Africanism 

might have had during this period. 

In concluding this brief introduction it is pointed out that the 

major sources of information are Du Bois' own writings, chiefly his auto

biographies. Secondary sources are used whenever they prove useful. The 

method of study is an analysis of Du Bois' own material. 



CHAPI'ER I THE MAN 

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois was born in Great Barrington, a 

small town in western Ma.ssachusetts, three years after the end of the American 

Civil War. His father, Alfred Du Bois, who according to his son was "a 
1 

dreamer -- romantic, indolent, kind, unreliable" , left his family to roam 

and eventualJ.y drifted away permanently. It was left to M:1.I'y Du Bois, "(.ITilliam IS 

mother, to see that the needs of the .family were fulfilled; Rudlvick comments 

that it was often a '~trugglel for her, to make ends meet. Du Bois described 

his mother as Itdark, shining bronze, with a tiny ripple in her black hair, 

black--eyed-, with a heavy, kind face who • " • gave one the impression of 

infinite patience, but a curious determination was concealed in her softness. 1I2 

Later iilvestigations of his ancestors by Du Bois showed that his paternal family 

were descendants of French Huguenots and Dutch settlers. Du Bois, in a 

chara'cteristic fashion, stated· that he was born with Ita flood of Negr03blood, 

a strain of French, a bit of Dutch,' but, thank God! no II Anglo-Saxon III • L. 

As a child in Great Barrington Du Bois was not overtJ.y aware of the 

1. W.E.B. Du Bois, Darkwater (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Howe, 
1920), p. 7. 

2. ~., p. 6. 
3. In this thesis INegrol refers to the descendants of African slaves 

living in Europe, the West Indie~, and North America. I African , refers to the 
indigenous people of Africa. 

4.ill£.., p .. 9 G 
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colour. line. There were perhaps fifty Negroes in a population of five 

thousand Bl1d while the "colour line was manifest" it vlaS not yet lIabsolutely 

drawn".5 .He Has invited to the homes of white children, mainJy the children 

of well-to-do 'Yankees', and, like them, learned to distrust the tOvm's 

labouring population, Irish and German immigrants. It was a carefree life, 

untroubled by any sting of racial discrimination. 

The happy and carefree childhood came to an 'end vnth the realization 

that there were ineradicable differences between him and his white friends. 

Not surprisingly, the realization vlas caused by a girl: 

Something put it into the boys" and girls' heads. to 
b~ gorgeous visiting cards • • • and exchange. The 
exchange was merry, till one girl, a tall neNcomer, 
refused illlf card - refused it peremptorily, Nith a 
glance. Then it dawned upon me with a certain 

suddeness that I was different from tne others; or 
like, mayhaps, in heart and life and longing, but 
shut out from their world by a vast veil. 6 

Once the 'veil' was in place, there was no desire to tear it dovm or "to 

creep through; I held all beyond it in common contemp.t, and lived above it in 

a region of blue sl\y and great wandering shadov1s.,,7 In another description 

of his realization of the veil, Du Bois wrote: "Then I flamed! I lifted nw 

chin and strode off to the mountains, where I viewed the world at nw feet and 

strained illlf eyes across the shadows of the hills. IIS In his subsequent lifetime, 

5. vr.E.B. Du BOis, p~k at, Daw£:..l:!,l_Es~~ Tpward an AutobiograPhY. of.i!, 
Race ConceEi (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1940), p. 10. 

6. \f.E.B. Du Bois, ~fl_ of Black Fol.l< (Chicago: McClurg, 1903, Crest 
Reprint, 1961), p. 16. 

7.' ~. 
8. Du Bois, Darkxmter, p. 12. 
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his straining eyes encompassed slighted Negroes everYl'lhere in the United 

States, and eventually coloured people everYl'lhere. As Isaacs commented: 

IIHe stretched his Viel'1 to all the great continental arenas, America, Europe, 

Asia, Africa, and even, on some of his steeper rhetorical flights, right up 

into the um-Jalled and gat~less spaces of Heaven itsell .11
9 

~Vhile Du Bois himself was the only authority for this childhood 

episode, and may have embellished it and his reaction considerably, it is not 

unlikely that some such event had deep implications for his subsequent life 

Erik Erikson,lO in a still experimental theory, has suggested that the life 

of men such as Du Bois ~ be interpreted as the striving to find an identity 

that has been denied by environmental factors. The beginning point of such a 

struggle is the feeling that a personal problem of identity can only be solved 

on a large scale and in a grand context. In Du Bois' childhood the realization 

of his apartness through the action of his playmates provided the impetus for 

him to seek the public arena in settling these slights. While such slights may 

not appear monuraental, their impact upon a fatherless child is significant. There 

was his realization that he was no longer a member of a childhood group and that 

his exclusion meant a loss of security. It became apparent that being white carried 

with it prerogatives of wealth and an accepted place in society. His life became 

- - - -~----.--------, 
9. Harold R. Isaacs, the New W:0rl<!...<?! NeEE~ Americans

b 
(Nev-T York: 

Viking Press, 1963), p. 202. 

10. See Erik H. Erikson, Youn~ Man_Lu~her (NeYl York: Norton, 1958), and 
. Lucian W. Pye, "Personality Identity and Political Ideology", Eolitical Dec"ision 
~akers, Dwaine ~furvick, ed. (Glenc~ Illinois: Free Press, 1960). 
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an attempt to win these prizes for Negroes everywhere; to see that opportunities 

were open to them and that they were allowed to participate equally in the life 

of their commpnity. "l1Y proble~ then was how, into the inevitable and logical 

democracy which was spreading over the world, could black folk in America and 

particular~ in the South, be openly and effectively admitted; and the coloured 

p~ople of the world be al~O't'18d their own s~lf-government.1I11 His own search 

for identity was bound up with the search for an identity and acceptance for 

Negroes ever,ywhere. 

He surpassed his classmates in examinations, graduated from High School, 

but because of his mother's death postponed attending university for a year. At 

first he wanted to attend Harvard University but was told that the pJ~ce for him 

was in the South. A SCholarship was arranged for him by relatives at Fisk 

University. "After a twinge r he1 telt a strange delight" at entering the "land 

12 L -
of the slaves:" 

I was thr.illed to be for the first time among so many people 
of my own colour or rather of such various and such extraordinary 
colours, which I had only glimpsed before, but who it seemed 
were bound to me by new and exciting and eternal ties. Never 
before had I seen young men so self-assured and who gave them
selves such airs, and coloured men at that; and above all for 
the first. time I saw beautiful girls. At my home among my white 
school mates there were a few prett,y girls; but either they were 
not entrancing or because I had known them all my life I did not 
notice them; but at Fisk at the first dinner I saw opposite me a 
girl of whom I have often said, no human being could possibly 
have been as beautiful as she seemed tb my young eyes that far
off September night of 1885°13 

11. Du Bois, Dusk of Dawn, p. 29. 

12. Du Bois, Darkwater, p. 1)_ 

138 Du Bois, Dusk of Dawn, p. 24. 
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At Fisk Du Bois was thrown IIboldly into the Negro problem. II ' It vlaS 

a region where lithe world I,ras split into t-1hite and black halves, and where 

the darker half was held back by race prejudice and legal bonds, as Hell as 

by deep ignorance and dire poverty.lI l 4 During summer vacations he became a 

teacher in a'Tennessee country school and met at close range the poverty, 

poor land, i@lorance, and prejudice with which southern Negroes had to contend. 

Violence that he had never realized possible in NevI England vIaS common. These 

experiences made Du B,ois embrace his race with greater enthusiasm than ever. 

A new loyalty and allegiance replaced his Americaness: Ithenceforward I was a 

Negro. lIl) He viaS proud to be a Negro, and this pri.de began in demanding for 

all Negroes the rights and privileees to which they vlere entitled. His under-

standing of'the race problem became clearer and sharper at Fisk; and he 

resolved to fight the 'colour bar' in a forthright but peaceful w~. The 

soluti.on he thought would be fo~d by-Negro intellectuals and other leaders who 

saw it their duty to lead the race beyond its veil. 

Had it not been that the race problem was thrust upon him a'[j an early 

age, Du Bois commented that he probably would have been an unquestioning 

worshipper at the shrine of the social order and economic development into which 

-he was born. But the prejudice directed at him by a white world that decreed 

for him an inferio~ status was completely unacceptable. At fjxst he saw only 

14. _ If.E.B. Du Bois, III-V Evolving Programme for N.egro Freedomll, in 1'lhat 
the Jlteg::~ vlapts, ed. Rayfo~d W. Logan (Chapel Hill, .University of North Carorrna, 
1944), p. 30. -

15. Du Bois, !Ltl@ k...£f "'pawn, p. ? 8. 
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the Negro in relation to a white lvorld but soon he was questionine the goals 

of the white 'tvorld ·itself. 

\vhat the Hhite world was doing, its goals and ideals, ! had 
not doubted were quite right. What v-m,s wrone was that I 
and people like me and thousands of others 1-1ho might have 
rrw ability and aspiration, were refused permission to be a 
part of this world. It.was as though movine on a rushing 
express, l1'lf main thought was as to the relation I had to 
other passengers on the express, and not to its rate of 
speed and its destination. 16 

The problem for him was determinine how all coloured people could participate 

in the growing democratic climate he saw progressing throughout the vlOrld. 

This problem Du Bois thought could best be attacked and solved by a 'scientific 

conquest' of race prejudice. 

In 1888 he graduated from Fisk, and vlhen chosen as a commencement 

speaker, took as his subject 'Bismarck'. He spoke of the' need for trained 

leadership tll1der whose guidance Negroes would march forward. He later wrote 

this choice in itself sholved the abyss betvJeen l1lf education 
and the truth in the world. Bismarck 'tvas my hero. He had 
made a nation out of a mass of bickering people. He had 
dominated the l-1hole development· with his strength until he 
cr01med an emperor at Versailles. This foreshadowed in l1lf 
mind the kind of thing that American Negroes must do, marching 
forth with strength and determination under trained leadership. 

Nothing further vIaS said of Bismarck in his vJri tings although perhaps 

Bismarck remained an ideal leadership type for Du Bois. 

17 

After Fisk he entered Harvard, his original choice, as a junior and began 

a course of study that culminated in a doctorate in 1895. Life 

at Harvard 't-Jas more relaxed for him than at Fisk. He made no a.ttem.pts to cra.sh 

16. ~., pp. 27 - 28. 

17. lli.!!., p. 32. 



·the colour line and kept very much to himself. He asked nothing of Harvard 

but the IItutelage of its teachers, ~nd the freedom of the library.II18 He 

related that he 

• was happy at Harvard, but for unusual.reasons. One 
of these ••• 't-JaB ll\Y acceptance of racial segregation. 
Had I gone from Great Barrington HiGh School d.irectly to 
Harvard I loJould have sought companionship vrl th ll\Y white 
fell01-1s and been disappointed and embittered by a discovery 
of social limitations to which I had not been used. But I 
came by Hay of Fisk and the South and there I had accepted 
and embraced eagerly the companionship of those 'of ll\Y own 
colour. 

19 

Contact with Harvard professors of the stature of James in 

psychology-, Santayana in philosophy, and Hart in history contributed to his 

'intellectual stimulation '. James with his pragmatism and Hart with his 

research methods turned Du Bois away from his first academic choice of 

philosophy to a course of study as close to sociology as was then possible. 

In his academic Hork, race was often discussed and "he heard lectures on 

biological-racial evolution; he was instructed that there were obvious 

11 

differences among the major groups of mankind, and it was self-evident the 

1010Jest status belonged to the Negroes ."20 Parenthetically, Du Bois wrote in 

his autobiography that he was the favorite pupil of James. There is no 

supporting evidence for such a claim. It illustrates the danger in using 

Du Bois' account of events without other confirmation. 

From 1892-1894 he travelled in Europe and studied at the UniversitJr of 

Berlin under such teachers as Schmo11er in economic sociology, Wagner in social 

histOl~-, Weber and von Treitschke He inquired into European social 

18. I2i~., p. 35. 
19. Ibid., p. 34 • 

. -
20. Elliott, M. Rudwick, W.E.B. Du.132is.!.£L~t~~0." 

~~a.d~!:.shi:e (University City: University of Pennsylvania 
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problems and for the first time emerged from the extremes of racial 

provincialism imposed b;)r his experiences in the United States. He now 

saw that the race problems in the United states were duplicated in Africa 

and Asia. He vTas startled upon realizing how much he "had regarded as 

white American, was white Em'opean and not American at all."21 After his 

return to fnigger"'hating America I in 1894 he published his doc·toral disserta

tion21a and the effect of study in German;y became apparent. Before goinf, to 

Germany a preliminal'1J summary of his work dealt vlith the legal aspects of the 

African slave trade. Now he acknowledged the economic aspects of the slave 

trade and wrote that its final abolition was "largely the result of the 

economic co~lapse of the large-farming slave system. n21b 

For the next sixteen years Du Bois taught at ,\-lilberforce, Pennsyl-

vania and Atlanta Universities. At Wilberforce he planned his scientific 

method of attack on the Negro problem. He was certain that once the 

ignorance upon which race prejudice was based was illuminated by scientific 

investigation, it would disappear. Such i~10rance could only be exposod by 

scientific proof, showing that neither colom' nor race determined the limits 

of a man IS capacity or reward. In retrospect, he wrote, hOvlever, that he 

~ • • was not at the time sufficiently Freudian to under
stand how little human action is based on reason; nor did 
I Imo'VT Karl Marx well enough to appreciate the economic 
foundations of human societY'22 

Despite these limitations his early investigations of the race problems in the 

United states taught him that society was not made up of fixed or static 

structm"'es. It was dynamic and ever changing. 

The publication of !h~ Ph~la.deJ.l?l1J-a Negr<? in 1899 started his systematic 

investigation of racial problems and his thirteen years at Atlanta University 

21. Du Bois, 1I}tr Evolving Programme for Negro Freedomll, p. 41. 
21a. W.E.B. Du Bois, The Su ression of the African Slave Trade to the 

United Stat~cg: £l.)ll2ric~, 1<?)S-.:y8jQ New York': Longmans, Gre-en, 11r9b) .- w_ 
21b. IRlE..., p. 197 

22. Du Bois, quoted Rudwick, ~B.i., p. 27. 



Salv the beginning of a program~e designed to stretch over a period of a 

hundred years. Du Bois envisaged 

••• a recurring ~Tc1e of ten\studies in succeeding 
decades; 'Vr.i..th repetition of oach subject or some 
modification of it in each decade, upon a progressive~ 
broader and more exact basis and vIi th better methods, 
until gradual~ a.foundation of careful~ ascertained 
fact would .build a basis of Imo'Vlledge, broad and sound 
enough to be called scientific in the best sense of 
the term' 23 

But Du Bois, after the initial series of studies, lost enthusiasm for the 

programme, and with it his lvhole attitude toward the solving of racial 

13 

problems changed. At Atlanta he found himself, lost most of his mannerisms 

and 

••• grmv more broadly human, made ITfIJ closest and most 
holy friendships, and studied human beings. I became 
widely acquainted with the real conditions of nv people. 
I realized the terrific odds 'tvhich faced them. At 
Wilberforce I was their captious critic. In Philadelphia 
I was their cold and scientific investigator, with micro
scope and probe.. It was but a fmf years of Atlanta to 
bring rile to hot indignant defense. I salv the race-hatred 
of the l-1hites as I had never dreamed of it before - naked 
and unashamedo

24 
Du Bois, the detached scientific investigator, found that scientific investi-

gation presented him with problems that science itse1.f could not solve. 

I began to know the problems of the NegToes in the United 
States as a present startling reality; and mor~over (this 
was most upsetting) I faced sittmtions that called -
shrieked - f9r action, even before any detailed scientific 
study could possibly be preparod. I saw before me prob1.ems 
that could not and . would not await the last "10rd of SCience, 

23. Du Bois, ":r.w Evolving Programme for Negro Freedomll , po 49. 
24. Du Boi~, ~arkwater, pp. 20 - 21. 



but demanded immediate action to prevent social death. 
25 

14 

Impelled by the urgency of . the situation Du Bois, in 1910, resigned his 

teaching position at Atlanta and in effect became 'minister of propaganda' 

in the post of Director of Publications and Research for the ne1rlly fonned 

National Association for the Advancement of Coloured People (N.A.A.C.P.). 

This post included also the editorship of the Association's journal, 1he 

9risis, a post he retained for twenty-two years. ThroJlgh the jourr;tal he 

addressed the Negroes of the United states and Africa and continuously urged 

them to be ~roud, not ashamed, of being Negro. He objected to the way in 

which historians had distorted the image' of Negroes, poin-t,ing out that the 

Negro was an average and ordinary hUman being faced with the pressures created 

by the masters of his environment, against which he 'Nas struggling, almost in 

vain. .He realized that a people must believe in themselves, for, as he put 

it, no people who did not had "~ritten its name in historyll.26 

1j-1hile Du Bois objected to the way historians had distorted the image 

of Negroes, he himself, when writing history, was not above distorting facts 

in order to present the Negro or the African in as favourable a light as possible. 

~1hile he often proclaimed that the solution of racial problems was only possible 

in the "light of the best scientific research1l27 his mm historiography was best 

_."'-- ,",-" .~~-.. ---------------
25. Du Bois, II~ Evolving Programme for NegI'o Freedom", p. 57. 
26. WoE ,B. Du Bois, liThe Conservation of Races ll , AmericanJ'l~~ 

AcademY, Occasiona~PaEe~ No.2. 
. 

27. Du Bois, quoted Francis L. Broderick, ~B '. Du Bois 1i!'T~.EEo 
I-eader in a Time o!..cr.2..si~. (Stanford University Press, 1959), p. ~O. 



Du Bois stated: 

I do not for a moment doubt that nw Negro descent and 
nar1'0111 group culture have in many cases pred;Lsposecl me 
to interpret my facts too favourabJy for my race; but 
there is little dangor of lone misleading here, for the 
champions of Hhite folk arE3 legion. The NeSTo has long 
been the cl01,m of history; the football of anthropolo£:n 
and the slave of industry. I am trying to shOv1 here 1-111y 
these attitudes can no longer be maintained. I realize 
that the truth of history lies not in the mouths 'of 
partisans but rather in the calm Science that sits betvleen. 
Her cause I seek to serve, and wherever I fail, I am at 
least paying Truth the,respect of earnest efforto28 

15 

For the rest of his life Du Bois was a 'minister of propaganda I for 

the Negroes of the United States and Africa, and, indeed, for coloured people 

everywhere. He hammered away at the conscience of a vlhite vwrld that stood 

in the way of progress for coloured people. He became the eloquent spokes-

man of the 

• • • fight for civil rights and equality of opportunity 
for Negroes, lashing, arguing, cajoling, pontificating, 
fighting vlhi te injustices ~vi th slashing journalism, savage 
wit, and fierce polemics, and fighting back vlealmesses "\-lith 
every vleapon he could grasp. He fostered pride in Negro 
history, Negro achievements, Negro good looks. He coaxed 
out artistic talent, ran issues devoted to college graduates, 
budding l-lriters and artists, and beautiful babies. 

29 

This biographical sketch of Du Bois' earJy life points out many aspects 

of his personality that were the determining factors in his attack on the social 

order' that relegated the Negro to his inferior status. Being a member of a racial 

--------~----------------.-------------------------------------------.--------.--.. -"-_._-
28. 1'\T.E.B. Du Bois, [Lacle F?lk.: Th~n and Now (New York: Holt, 

1939), p. iX. 

29. Isaacs, ~~!., p. 198. 
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minority group, Du Bois I most important experiences -V18re concerned Hith race. 

The reported snub whi9h he received from a whit.e girl pointed up dramati.cally 

his apartness, and perhaps caused him to have some feelings of inferiority. 

Her refusal of his card was perhaps the starting point of his life-long 

determination to have as little as possible to do -vrith '·Ihites. \'n1en inter-

action ,vas necessary he adhered to the rigid patterns of formality. 

I presume I Has saved evidences of a good deal of actual 
discrimination by my OvID keen sensi.tiveness. I'tv" companions 
did not have a chance to refuse me invitations; they must 
seek me out and urge me to come as indeed they often did. 
L'n1en HV presence was not wanted they had only to refrain 
from. asldng. 

30 

He adequate~ compensated for his feeling of inferiority, however, and to such 

a degree that the compensation vlas more lasting than its origin. Du Bois 

cotmteracted wi. th a definite feeling of superiority. 

As time flew I felt not so much diso1med and rejected 
as rather drawn up into higher spaces and made part 
of a mightier mission. At times I almost pitied IllY" 
pale' companions, who '(1'18re not of the Lord IS annointed 
and vlho sm'1 in their dreams no splendid quests of the 
golden fleeces. 

31 

Not on~ was the feeling of superiority a·compensation for his feelings of 

inferiority, but it also represented a realization of his own capacities. 

Very gradually ... I cannot noVI distinguish the steps, 
though here and there I remember a jump or a jolt ... 
but very gradually I fotmd IllY"self assuming quite 
placidly that I was different from other children. 

---------------.-.----.. ---------------.. --~----------------------------------------
30. Du BO,is, Dusk ~f Dawn, p. 14. 
31. Du Bois, ~~~, p. 12. 



At first I think I connected the difference 1·rlth a 
manifest ability to get my lessons rather hetter 
th3.n most • • • then, slmTl~r J I realized that some 
folk ••• actually considered my br01'1n skin a 
misfort1me; once or twice I bp.camc painful1y avJaro 
that -some hUlllan beings even thouCht it 1'iaS a crime 
• • • if they beat me at anything, I Has grimly 
determined to make them tJHeat for it. 

32 

Du Bois' deliberate avoidance of the l'ihite v.Torld \-Jas in itself 

17 

compensation for the insults and conflicts that he Has led to expect. He 

wrote that quite early in his life he assumed that most Americans did not 

want his personal acquaintance or contact except in a purely business .. like 

manner; and th..1.t any personal approach on his part would meet with deliberate 

insults, or at the least, be found embarrassing b,y most whites. While he 

admitted that he was often vJrong in these assumptions, he Vlas right often 

enough to 

• • • prove to rrwself my rule 'V-7aS -Hise and a great help 
to my own peace and quiet. Consequently, on the street, 
in travel, in public assembly and the like, vJhere I came 
in contact 'tu th white people, I spoke 'lio them only rJhen 

_necessary, and then briefly. For the most part I did not 
speak at all, unless they addressed me. This i'i11ole 
assumption and attitud~ may be explained as arising from 
an inferiority complex; but it seems to me that in my 
case it was born mainly of humiliating experience. 

33 
\ 

More Significantly, Du Bois n~t only removed himself from contact with 

whites but to an excessive degree he also removed himself from close contact 

rnth the mass of the Negro people. His only close contact came during his 

e9X'ly teaching career when he spent two summers in a Tennessee country school. 

------------------._--"------_._ .. -------------------------------------------------
32. ~e, pp. 11 - 12. 
33. Du Bois, Dusk of Dar~, p. 259. 



Du Bois considered himself an intellectual and a scholar and vJaS only 

comfortable in relationships vlith those he considered his equals. He 

told his QE~ sis readers that his personal coluum 'vas "'II'itt-en for sophis~· 

a Negro nOlvspaper, concluded that 

• • • the Professor [ Du Bois] Imm·m less men and 
Homen of his race than any prominent person in America, 
by reason of his aloofness and exclusiveness. He elects 
to Imovl no one and to serve his people at forty feet 
rane;e. 3h 

Du Bois did not see the need for personal contact with the mass of 

Negro people. He thoug~1t that. the salvation of the Ne'gro race would only 

occur through the creation of a 'talented tenth'; an intelligent minority 

HI 

which, through its superior achievements, would tend to elevate the race as 

a 1vhole. 

The Negro 'race, like all races, is going to be saved by its' 
exceptional men. The problem of education, then, among 
Negroes must first· of all deal with the Talented Tenth; 
it is the problem of developing the Best of this race that 
they may guide the Nass 'away from the contamination and 
death of the vTorst, in their own and other races. Now the 
training of men is a difficult and intricate task. Its 
technique is a matter for educational experts, but its 
object is for the vision o! seers,' If we make money the 
object of man-training, we shall develop money-makers but 
not necessari~ men; if we make technical skill the object 
of education, we may possess artisans but not, in nature, 
men. 

35 

------------------------------------------------~--~~---~-----------------
34. Quoted by T .G. Standing, IINationalism in Negro Leadershipll, 

~erican JO\J£Ila..!. of pociol?QC, .xL (September, 1934), p. 186. 
, 

35. Du Bois, quoted by E. Franklin Frazier, l2.lack Botl£.S.£oi.se 
(New York: Collier Books, 1962), p. 62. , 
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Du Bois saw the talented tenth as the trained servants of the remainine 

ninety per cent of Negro Americans. Any special privileges accruing to 

such a group were justified on the grounds of the benefits that they 

could confer on their fellow men. To his critics such an idea from a 

man t.;rho Has undoubtedly a member of the talented tenth had a "selfish, 

self-serving ring,,36 and Du Bois was constantly accused of being interested 

on1y in a handful of Negroes and of being little use to the mass of Negroes 

clamourinG for freeuom, Tho ~in_.Q)_ty Ifc~alc1 conunontod in 1929 that 

• • • the upper class that has developed in the Il.ace 
in the last t~venty-five years has been a class ~vhose 
aims are to exploit and drain the masses for all they 
are Horth; they draw apart from them plJYsically and 
socially and in many cases build up a light skinned 
world of its own and ape the Hhi to man • • • this 
class is of no importance • they are of no value 
to our masses, and the best interests of the Race 
demands that they refashion or be cast off'37 

Such criticism had a degree of truth but not much. The talented tenth to 

Du Bois vTaS simply a means to an end; that end being the political and 

social emancipation of Negroes ever,ywhere. 

Du Bois' theo~~ of a talented tenth leading the Negro people to 

emancipation was a striking product of his ovm experience and training, and 

was in a large degree the rationalization of his ovm social position. His 

interests, intellect and abilities were such that they would place him with 

the most cultured elements of American society. But the colour of.his skin 

effectively barred him from full participation in such a group. An acute 

36. Broderick, ~.E'. cit._, p. 74. 

37. Quoted by Standing, 2P~~." p. 186. 
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avJareness of this fact from childhood led Du Bois to an identification Hith 

Negro society. His identification Has not so much vlith the ma.ss of IleprocG 

as ivith a cultured minority that served as a substitute for the la.r[,cr 

society from Hhich he Has excluded. 

Du Bois rationalized his separation from thc mass of Negroes by 

claiming that he Has not interested in being a popular leader, his only 

concern a...'1d interest being the advocating of new ideas and approaches to the 

problems of colour. He wrote that his 

leadership 't'TaS a leadership solely of ideas. I never 
vJaS nor ever vlill be, personal1y popular. This was not simply 
because of nw idiosyncrasies but because I despise the essential 
demagoguery of personal leaders hips , of :that· hypnotic ascend.ancy 
over men which carries out objectives regardless of their value 
or validity, simply by personal loyalty and admiration. In my 
case I 't-dthc1rew sometimes ostentatiously from the personal nexus, 
but I sought all the more determinedly to force home essential 
ideas·

38 
. 

Du Bois vie't'led himself as the aristocrat of his race, 1'7ho, sitting on 

high, would declaim the direction the struggle for freedom would take. He 'Has 

not so much interested in the day to day realities as to i'lhat he considered the 

grand over view. He had no followers and little organization, and his relation ... · 

ship Hith Negroes 't'las as someone lecturing them either in person or in print. 

To Hhites he was someone who denounced them. 

~fuile Du Bois was regarded with much respect by Negroes ever,ywhere, he 

was not a perso~ who was generally liked. IJ'Jany commentaries pictured him as a 

crusty mordant-witted snob of both the intellectual and social varieties. 39 He 

38 •. Du Bois, quoted by George Padmore, Pan"A.fricanism or Communism 
(London: Dobson, 1956), p. 162. ---.. ----.---

39. See J. Saunders Redding, "W.E.B. Du Bois", Americ.2-!!..§c?ol~r, XVIII 
(Winter,' 1948·49), pp. 93-96. 
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l-laS, many commentators suggest, a little too proud of, himself and {HU'() t:lat 

l-iis ideas 111ere the only ones of consequence. Nor,ro(~s and l>Ihites ~ompl::dnr.:rJ. 

that they had t9 be introduced to him time after time, because it 111Q::; only 

after repeated introductions did Du Bois appear conscious of their existence. 

Hhile holding himself aloof behind the 'veil', he put his talents to 

Hark in order to Got things rir;ht, not for himself ... he HaG above it, he ahmys 

1+0 
claimed - but for all. This was the essence of his life, the setting of 

things right for Negroes, the settling of the score imposed by his ot-m colour. 

In setting things right Du Bois chose to,operate in the largest arena possible. 

~(ploitation and oppression were not characteristic on~ of Negroes but of 

coloured people everywhere •. Solutions had to be found on a global basis for 

there was little hope of breaking down the racial prejudice found in the 

United states if prejudice continued elsewhere. 

In seeking the largest arena possible for the solution of racial 

prejudice Du Bois chose to subordinate the realities of the American scene to 

the idea that racial harmony and co-operation was oi1~ possible if attacked on 

a world wide basis and, especially as far as the American Negro was concerned, 

the establishment of Africa as a land of consequence in world affairs. Du Bois 

wrote that lithe problem of the Americari Negro must be thought of and settled 

only with continual reference to the probler~ of the West Indian Negroes, the 

problems of the French Negroes and the English Negroes, and above all of the 

African NegrOesn •
41 

From 1919 until his death in 1963 Du Bois' concern with 

the emancipation of Negroes everywhere occupied much of his time and energy. 
________ ._. ___ *_. _________ 21_ .. _' ____________ • _. ____ . __ _ 

40. See Isaacs, OPe c~~., p. 201. 

41. Du Bois, quoted B.F. Rogers, "W.E.B. Du Bois J Harcus Garvey. and 
Pan-Africa li , :!£.urnal 0l lLego Risto!"£., XXXX (April, 1955), p. 156. 
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. )12 
He Has instrumental in callinG a series of P~m-lI.frican ConV'cG~;,,"!s' ~'7})f~r') 

delerates from Africa, the Ifcst Indtcs, the United Statns and. Ti:urorn 

discussed the problems of their race and ad.voc;l'Gcc1. a proGramme vlll:i <::11 1J<")uld 

see to the political, social, cultural and economic emancipation of Africa 

for the benefit of Africans. The Congresses, Du Bois thought, 'Hould bring 

the Negroes of the vlorld together into a gre~t international pressure group. 

On the Congresses and on popularizing Africa's past, Du Bois centred. some of 

his grandest and to some extent his most personal dreams. 

In re-creating Africa's past, Du Bois saw the means of "regaining for 

all Negroes the pride that he clunG to so strongly in himselfll •
h3 By stripping 

away the mvths which European conquerors constructed around the African past 

Du Bois hoped that racial pride would be established and with such pride the 

greatest obstacle to Negro emancipation, psychological inferiority, could be 

overcome.' On the subject of Africa he hammered a'tvB'3' year after year, re-

edncating some, stirring a fevl but meeting, as Isaacs puts it, "that deep 

unresponsiveness to Africa which not even he, alone, could overcomen •
44 

Du .Bois' recreation of African history sought to tell the vlDrld hO~-1 

critical a role Africa played in human history. A role that needed retelling 

since most historians had assumed that 'history could be "truly written VIithout 

reference to Negroid peoples". 45 , In many of his books, especially The Ne.E..~2~ and 

---------------------------------------------------.-.--.--~--------------.-------42. See Chapter III for a full discussion of the Congresses. 

43.' Isaacs, ~I? ... ci'!?., p. 200. 
1. I. -n....! .J 
Lj.Lj.. ~. 

45. \v.E.B. Du Bois, The lvorld ~n_<!. Af~J.<?~ (New York: Viking Press, 
19L~7), p. vii. 
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~.Ji2rld and A!ri~ and in many of his articles Du Bois developed the theme 

of the importance of Africain the unfolding of v10rld history. In doing this 

Du Bois continually emphasized the fact that "black Africans [vlereJ men in the 
i~6 

same sense as white Europeans and yellow Asiatics". 

In his concern with Africa, Du Bois was largely unique among American 

Negroes. There- was on the part of most American Negroes a longing to forget 

their African past and to concentrate solely on the winning of freedom in the 

American context. 110st saw little importance in stressing the African back-

grotUld; to do so 'tV'as believed to be a reinforcement of prevailing white opinions 

about Negroes. Their homeland vms the 'dark continent '- and most Negroes agreed 

or at least accepted this verdict. To do anything but forget Africa was 

believed tantamount to seelcing social and PQlitical emancipation while 

aclmowledging their ties to the most bacl<1'~ard area on earth. 

Since his background contained little to accentuate Africa in his mind 

it is surprising that Du Bois saw the altering of opinions concerning Africa as 

essential to the emancipation of the American Negro. With Africa, Du Bois had 

only one direct cultural connection, and that was only an African meloqy his great-

grandmother used to sing. Living with his mother1s family he absorbed cultlITe 

patterns that were not so much African as Dut.ch and Ne'tV' England. 47 The family 

customs were those of New England and African ties were, as he points out in 

46. ~., p. xii. 

47. Du Bois, pusk of Dawn, p. 115. 



purely a matter of nw Ovll1 learninr, and rcaction; my recoil 
from the assumptions of the v7hite8'; IT\'{ c7.:pericnccs in the 
South at Fisk. But it, Has none the less real and a lare') 
determinant of nw life and character. I felt mysolf Africa.n 
by 'race' and by Unt token vIas African and an inteeral 
member of the eroup of dark Americans \'Jho were called Hcgronc. 

J.tn 

2if 

Africa, as he related to Isaacs, 1vas something that lurked in tho backcrOlmd of 

his mind. During his early life he accepted the Negro lack of interest in Africa 

and the resentment at being classed as an African. He was an American and it viaS 

not until late in the nineteenth century that he embraced the idea of 'Pan-Negroism l 

and began to write of Africa as the 'great fatherland! of the race. Early in 

this centur,y he believed that some Negro Amel~can customs were survivals from 

Africa. In particular he thought that the power of Negro ministers over their 

congregations and the strength of Negro churches were traceable to an African 

past. At the same time he was thinking in terms of organizing a small band of 

educated Negroes, to go and help Africans achieve political, economic and social 

emancipation. He made representations to the Belgian Consulate-General in the 

United States for the help of the Belgian government in organizing a 'development 

programme' in the Belgian Congo. In·1907 he regretted that he was unable to 

"work directly in Africa" and informed the German Consulate-General that there 

were American Negroes willing to be "economic leaders ll for Africans in German;y-'s 

Hest African Colonies. The foreo-runner of the N.A.A.C.P., the Niagara Movement, 

48. Ibid. 

h9. Organized by Du Bois in 1905 in order to inaugurate a coherent 
programme of public agitation for Negro constitutional rights in the United 
States. It lacked the bacldng of Brooker T. Washington, the then leading 
spokesman for Negroes, and was not successful. Most of its members joined 
the N.A.A.C.P. wnen it was founded in 1909. 

49 
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maintained a Pan-African Department and corresponded with African intel1ectuals. 

This vlaS his early pre-occupation with Africa and it amounted to very little. It 

l-Jas not until the second decade of the century that he became familiar vTl th the 

work of Franz Boas and systematicalJy beGan to develop his idea of the r,reat 

importance of Africa in the emancipation of Ameri can Negroes. Boas, almoGt 

alone among social scientists, maintained that innate racial differences were 
. \ 

I 

j.nconsequential. To illustrate his point he wrote Imowingly of the great 

African kingdoms that had flourished south of the Sallara before the arrival 

of the whites. 

Although Du Bois lmderstood the repugnance vlhich Africa held for most 

Negro Anl~ricans, he developed a strong attachment for the Continent. His 

attachment was founded on a deep racial Idnship that bound him to the 'dark 

continent'. He revered the 'essence of Africa', the birthplace of all culture: 

lithe development of the village unit in religion, industry, and government, the 

realization of beauty in folklore, SCUlpture, and music".5
1 

Boas was cited to 

show that the African, while the "European 'VIas • • • satisfied with crude stone 

toolsn , had Itinvented or adopted the art of smelting iron ll •
52 Despite its 

backwardness in certain specific cultural areas, Africa, he argued, 'vas in its 

overall development contemporaI'"lJ and not prehistoric. It could teach the vJestern 

nations the truth that lIefficiency and happiness did not necessarily go together 

in modern ·culture". 53 While Africa needed IImodern communication systems • • • 

50. See Rudwick, OPe .cit., pp. 209 .. 2l0. 

51. Du Bois, .quoted Broderick, op. ci!: .• , p. '128. 

52. Du Bots, ~orld and A,fr;h..ca, p. 153. 
53. Du Bois, Dusk of Dawn, p. 125. 
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Apart from the abovo, his at.tachment to ~md sentiment for Arrie::l. 
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needed little in the 'Hay of empirical eviclence. 1rlri tin~ in his autobiograpby, 

!?ll:~k_~L..P.~lV!!_' Du Bois questioned ,vhat l,t was betvlcen Africa and himself 

that constituted a tie he could feel better than he could explain. 

He anslVered: 

Africa is, of course, nw fatherland. Yet neither my father nor 
Tn,;r father's father ever saw Africa or kn81'1 its meaning or cared 
overmuch for it. lV mother '5 folk were closer and yet their 
direct connection, in culture and race, became tenuous; still 
my tie to Africa is strong. On this vast Continent were born 

and lived a large portion of rrw direct ancestors going back a 
thousand years and more. The mark of their heritage is upon 
me in colour and hair. These are obvious things, but of little 
meaning in themselves • • • 
But ono thing is stITe and that is the fact that since the 
fifteenth centu~ these ancestors of r~ne and their other 
descendants have had a common history; have suffered a common 
disaster and have one long memory. The actual ties of heritage 
betHeen the individuals of this group, VfJ.ry with the ancestors 
that they have in common and many others: Europeans and Semites, 
perhaps Hongolians,. certainly Arnerican Indians. But_~!2:.e p'gy-si~~l 

£2EQ....~~ •. .l,~:t. and, ~he bad~~ . .9~1:~..L~I§:.~~vell ~mpor~an~~ 
~~~.}Jadgei thy r~al~~E,~~ 0l._th;i;,s ki!1shiE_];~_~!3.2.~9~lj.t8:~e 
~~2l) the discrimina:!?.i£n a!:~d_1-EsullL~:t.his heri~age .E~ 
!£getJ:.er _E?t, ~.i~l the .. childTen o!~ica ~llt. extends thE~!:.. 
lell£H..A§ia .. ~ into, the South S~a~. It is this unity that dral'1S 
me to Africa'55 

It is ironic that in such an answer Du Bois could say that his 'physical bond' 

to Africa vIaS 'least I and that the badge of colour was relatively unimportant while 

for most of his life he was obsessed wit~ colour, being hardly able to describe 

anyone or any event without stress upon it. He himself was "firmly chiseled in 

lli2.., pp. 

55. ~., pp. 116 ~ 117, Emphasis added. 
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bronzen56 and 'VIas critical of the caste system that developed in the United 

States. One of his most persistent criticisms of Harcus Garvey and the 

Universal Negro Improvement Associatj_on 'V1Cl.S that it accentuated this caste 

system. At Harvard he was indignant over the exclusion of two black friends 

from social affairs and championed their inclusion. While travelhng in 

Em'ope he turned down the love of a white girl, telling her that "it 'V]Ould not 

be fair to-marry her and bring her to A~erica".57 At home he ended his 

courtship of a Negro girl who "looked quite white" because it might hinder him 

in his work. Hi~ writings stressed fblaclmess as a positive virtue ,58 and 

'whiteness' an object of hatred for Negroes. He once admitted that he, in 

opposing racial prejudice, was "one of the greatest sinners,,59 in the intensity 

of his own prejudice against whites. In £arkwat~, published in 1920, he 

concluded a section of verse which condemned "The White World's Vermin and 

Filthll, with the lines 

I hate them, Ohl 
I hate them well, 
I hate them, Christl 
As I hate helll 
If I were God, 
I'd sound their knell 
This dayl 

60 

In his first visit to Africa at the end of.1923' Du Bois reported that it 

was the g'I'eatest experience of his life. Europe lvas IIpainfully white" but in his 

voyage south to "the Eternal Horld of Black Folkll61 he made the characteristic 

... 
56. E.R. Embree, ;U.!gaJ-ns.t_!-b.e Odd~ (New York: Viking Press, 194L~), p. 153. 
57 •. Du Bois, Dusk of Dmm, p. 46. 
58. See Isaacs, £P. cit .• , p., 208. 
59. Du Bois, quoted ,Ralph McGill, "W.E.B. Du Bois", 'Fhe Atlantic, CCXVI 

(November, 1965), p. 81. 
60. Du Bois, £arlcv7ater, p. 51+. 
61. Du Bois, quoted Rud'Vnck, fl.E. cit. , p. 231. 
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observation that "as the world darkens it gets happier 11 .62 The trip vias 

undertaken at the request of the President of the United states: Du Bois vIaS 

to act as Envoy Extraordinary and Hinister PlenipotentiartJ to the inauguration 

of the President of Liberia. On his landing in l![onrovia, Du Bois reported that 

he positively swooned on the "black bosom" of Africa. 1I63 Describj.ng the 

emotional impact of Africa Du Bois' racial romanticism was given free rein: 

ThEl spell of Africa is upon me. The ancient witchery of her 
medicine is burning my drowsy, dreamy blood. This is not a 
cotmtry, it is a 'V70rld, a universe of itself and for itself, 
a thing Different, Immense, Henacing, Allur:i.ng. It is a great 
black bosom l~here the spirit longs to die. It is life so burning, 
so fire encircled that one bursts with terrible soul inflaming 
life. One longs to leap against the sun and then calls, liv& 
some great hand of fate, the slow, silent, crushing pOl-Ier of 
almighty sleep - of Silence, of innnovable Power beyond, within, 
around. Then comes the calm. The dreamless boat of midday 
stillness at dusk, at dal-ffi, at noon, alivays. Things move -
black shining bodies, perfect bodies, bodies of sleek unearthly 
poise""and beauty • • • Eyes languish, black eyes - slow eyes, 
lovely and tender eyes in great dark formless faces • • • 

64 

Beneath a streaming sun he went into the "gold green forest ll and visited 

a village. How to describe it? 

Neither London, nor Paris, nor NevI York has anything of its 
delicate precious beauty. It was a tOvm of the Veys and done 
in cream and pale purples, still, clean, restrained, tiny, 
complete. It was no selfish place, but the central abode of 
fire and hospitality, clean-sV1ept for wayfarers, and best 
seats were bare • • • They quite expected visitors • • .' 
Their manners Here better than those of Park Lane or Park 
Avenue • • • They showed breeding • • • These folk have the 
leisure bf true aristocracy - leisure for thought and courtesy, 
leistU'e for sleep' and laughter. They have time for their 
children - such l'lell-trained, beautiful children with perfect, 
unhidden bodies. Have you ever met a crowd of children in the 
east of London or New York, or even on the Avenue at Forty-Second 

62 • Du Bois, ~us}<: ~F DavIE., p. 125. 
63. Du Bois, quoted Isaacs, ~9~., p. 208. 
64. Du Bois, quoted Isaacs, £E. cit., p. 209. 



or One H'lUldred and Forty-Second St.reet, and fled to avoid 
impudence and utter it;L10rance of courtesy? Come to Africa 
and see well-bred and com'teous chilclren, playinG happil;)r 
and neve~ sniffiing and 1>7hining. 65 

The African lvaS courteous and diQ1ified; ho did not sec "ono 
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respectable quarrel ll even on crolvdod platforms in Scner,al. IT Hestcrn 

cities 1>Jere as cr0Nded litho police would ha.ve a busy time". 66 ReturninG to 

colour Du Bois thought that the 

African form in colour and curve is the most beautifulest 
(sic) thing on earth; the face is not so loveJy, though 
often comeJy with perfect teeth and shining eyes H but 
the form of the slim limbs, the muscled torso, the deep 
full breasts. 67 

He had read evel'1Jwhere that Africa meant sexual licence but in his tl'10 months 

in ~vest Africa he saw 

children quite naked and 'VlOmen usualJy naked to the 
waist - l'lith bare bosom and limbs, and in those sixty days 
I saH less of sex dalliance and appeal than I see daiJy on 
Fifth Avenue. This does not mean much, but it is an 
interesting fact'

68 

Many of the threads of Du Bois! thinking about colour are·found in 

these comments on his sojou.rn in West Africa. liThe elitest gratified by the 

rituals of _power; . the man drawn by deep 'full breasts; the day dreamer won by 

languor; the poet swooning on Africa's black bosom; the rhapsodist celebrating. 

colour, curve., and form, the aristocrat pleased by dignity, deference, order and 

.------"'-----.----------~-------.---------------------~----------------------
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 

Du Bois, ~Els2f D~, pp. 126 - 127. 
lli:£., p. 128. 
Du Bois, quoted Isaacs, Ope cit., p. 210. , 
Du Bois, Dusk_of Da..!!£, pp. 127 - 128. 
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gentility; the puritan alert to any nonpoetic licence ll • But in all of this 

Du Bois was Hell aHare of his goal and it Has alHays present. He Has still 

the race propaGandist, II alHays trying to carry his reader s v.Ji th him tOHClrd 

a better opinion of their past and present links to Africa and thereby tOv7ard 

a better opinion of themselves ll •
69 

For all of his praise of things African Du Bois did not feel the 

need of retreating there himself. Africa for him Has best appreciated from 

afar in spite of any inner peace its tropical languor might provide. Even 

visits lV'ere extremely rare; his second not occurring until 1960 v7hen he 

attended Ghana's Republican Day celebrations. Du Bois did not see any sense 

in returning; Negroes l-Jere Americans and not Africans and the idea of ureing 

the masses of American Negroes to return and start life over in the Hhiteless 

Hilds of Africa appeared to him to be ridiculous. The Negro's share of 'life 

reHards were to be found in the United states and Du Bois, despite great 

pressures to the contrar,r, never counselled them otherHise. 

Such then is a brief summar,r of the forces that appeared to have 

influenced Du Bois' view of himself and Africa. The rest of the thesis will 

attempt to outline the specifics of his ,Pan-African movement; Chapter II 

dealing with the ideology of the Novement and Chapter III dealing ~vi th its 

or ganiza tion. 

----_ .. ------._------------------------------------------
69. Isaacs, OPe cit., pp. 210 = 211. 



CIHPEER II TIlE IDEOLOGY 

Africa, in the thinking and 'oJritinG of articulate American IT8Cro83, 

had over the years been viewed in tHo distinct H.JYG; 'both of theG8 the 

rCI3111t of the discrimination and race prejudico t.hat forced upon thrr;l '1:.110 

fact of their African desccnt. One reaction had boen a reluctance to 

acknowledge Africa as anything marc than a distant home in a distant past. 

This vimV' Has constantly reinforced by the view of Africa displayed by the 

press, textbooks, and movies as savage, untamed, uncivilized, and primitive; 

a land which had no "collective achievements • • • 
1 

like other nationalities." 

The connection to Africa 1..ras fe-lt an embarrassment, a factor contributing to 

'-Ihite America's conception of Negro infe,riority. Consequently over time, 

Africa, in the thinking of many Negroes, became the epitomy of evil and as 

2 
one respondent in Isaacs' survey commented: 

To call a kid an African was an insult. It Has calling 
him savage, uncivilized, naked, something to laugh at, 
a naked black savage with a spear and 'l-7ar paint. It was 
equivalent to ugliness, evel"Jthing painful and distasteful 
associated with Africa • •• In common talk the term Has 
ah7ays derogatory - "Youfre acting like a 'l-lild African." 

Africa was rejected because it 't-Ias the land of blac}mess; to attach any importance 

to it was to reaffirm a desire to return to its savagery. 

At the other end of the spectrum was the view that Africa was the only 

----"----.-~.-.---.-----------~-.---.-•. ---. ---- -------
1. Edgar Gardner Murphy, !he B.E:.sj.s .?!_£l.~.2..~~2;r, (Ne't-I York, 1909), p. h2. 

Quoted by George Shepperson, IINotes on American Influence on the Emergence of 
African Nationalism", Jour!:la1 of .. ~ric..an._Itis~.o'£z:" I, 2 (1960), p. 300. 

2. Harold R. Isaacs,- The ~eH !!£E~d of NelQ'o A!!!.er:b£a~ (New York: The 
Viking Press, 1963), p. 171. 
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place where Negroes were going to find the conditions necessary to live 

decently as free men in a free land. Mass exodus of Negroes from tho 

United States to Africa was thought by many to bo the solution. It Has the 

ultimate option of men who dispaired of ever changing the condition;::; of 

life in the United states. It 1-vas, hopefully, an escape to a land where 

it was beyond the means of the white man to deny freedom and dignity. This 

feeling often flotvered into spectacular movements which had their greatest 

appeal to the poorer class of Negroes; those alienated the most from American 

society who had nothing to lose but everything to gain by emigration. 

Both of these views are still evident but since the Second World War 

have been .supplm1ted to some extent by a view of Africa enunciated by 

W.E.B. Du Bois. He saw little hope of a solution to American racial problems 

·Nithin the limitations imposed by American so·ciety. There vIas, however, hope 

if all people of African descent throughout the world realized that they had 

comnon interests and spiritual affinity with each other and that, having 

suffered together in the past, they must now work together in order to realize 

a new and brighter future. Du Bois believed that the comnon sufferings of 

centuries of slave trade, slaver.y, exploitation, and colonialism had created 

a common identity among Negroes that cut across the political borders of 

Africa, the West Indies and the United states. The oppression and sufferings 

of Negroes within these areas could on~ be ameliorated when all joined forces 

to ensure that their wealmess did not invite even greater oppression and 

writing in The NegrQ j thought that he saw 



this brotherhood of 'Negro blood' arising: 

There is slmvly arising not onJy a curiousJy stronG 
brotherhood of Negro blood throuchout the Horlu, but 
the common cause of the clu.rker ra,cos against, J0ho 
intolerable assnmptions and. insults of Europ0.ans has 
alroady found expression. Most mon in tho 1-1orld are 
coloured. A belief in humanity means a belief in' 
colom'ed men. The future vJOrld ~vill, in all reasonable 
possibility, be what coloured men make it. 

3 
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This was the essence of the Pan -African movement that Du Bois spent 

a major purt of his life advocating. It was not simp]y a movement to effect 

the decolonization of Africa as many cOlmnentators have contended. Du Bois, 

himself, defined tho movement as meaning "intellectual understanding and 

co-operation among all groups of Negro descent in order to bring about at 

the earlie-st possible time the industrial and spiritual emancipation of the 

Negro peoples .114 It was thus a ttvo ... pronged movement that Hanted not only 

the decolonization of Africa to allow the industrial emancipation of the 

Negro peoples but also, and this 'Has the most significant, Du Bois was after 

the spiritual emancipation of the Negro people. He was reaching for a 

transvaluation of the values and ideas that had established the African and 

the Negro as persons of no consequence who had not progressed beyond the 

primitive stages of mankind. He was out to show that the Africans and the 

Negro were heir to a history and a culture, still in the process of rediscovery, 

ivhich was as profound and significant as any, and that this history and culture 

had made significant contributions to the world. 

3. Du Bois, quoted by George Padmore, ~~ricanism of Cormntmism 
(London: Dobson, 1956), p. 22. 

4. Du Bois, quoted by Charles Al:J.drain, liThe Pan ... African }fovement", 
~lop', XXIII (Spring, 1962), p. 15. 
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A major part of the tran:3Valuation \"Jas Du Bois I 1vork in establishinG 

tho idea that blaclmess ,vas not the mark of a snrvilc inferior people - the 

rationalization of the slavo trado, slavcl"Jr, and colonhw.tion. Tn~;i:,c':l'lJ D1.1. 

Bois contended that to be black Has oornething :i.n Hhiell to hn,vc pride ;mel 

admiration. 

In this vlay Pan-Africanism was for Du Bois both politico.l and 

psychological. The key was Africa since the loss of freedom and disnity by 

Negroes eveI"lJHhere was rationalized in terms of the savageI"lJ and primitiveness 

of their homeland. Destroy the myth of African savagery and primitiveness and 

the chains of oppression would be shorn and the bonds between all' Negro people 

strengthened. Du Bois saw the origins of this rrrrt.h in -the "trade in human 

beings betV1een Africa an~ America, which flourished between the Renaissance and 

the American Civil vIar".5 The trade imposed disasters upon Africans and Negroes 

which led to their characterization as savage and primitive. The disasters Here 

graphical1y described by Du Bois as the "ruthless and ignorant destruction of 

cultural patterns. 1I 

Family life has been disrupted, women have been violated, 
children corrupted and freed of control, political 
organization overthrovm,property ovmership and control 
over-ridden, and the whole of the primitive life caricatured 
and made mock of. On1y in recent days have scientists called 
to the attention of the world the values of primitive culture -
the fact that in many respects these ways of living have 
solved'social difficulties better than civilized lands have 
been able to dO' 6 

Du Bois considered himself a scientist and attempted to use new ideas 

--------,---.---------~-------

5. W.E.B. Du Bois, 

6. H.E.B. Du Bois, 
Harcourt, Brace Co., 1945), 

The Horlc:r~A.tx:.~ (NeVI York: Viking, 19h7), p. hJ. 
9,ol[lUl" ~!1d...D~C2.~~L.Colonies ~nd Peace 
p. J. 

(NevI York: 
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being developed by anthropologists and historians to support his assertions 

concerning Africans. The late nineteenth and early twontieth centuries smT 

the beginning of major revtsions in the concept of Africa and. its peoples. 

Objective methods of research led vJestern scientists to a broader and more 

sympathetic view of non .. western cultures. 'CultUral relativity' gave rise 

to the idea that African culture and soctety had been seriousJy underestimated 
\ 

and that the African Has something mbre than the savage he had been depicted. 

The flow of ideas was by no means one Hay and Du Bois in many areas 

led the woy in pJ;'oviding information and ne~l ideas needed for a neH understanding 

of Africa. His book, rl2.8_.E~J5ro, published in 1915, popularized the histoI"J of 

African kingdoms south of the Sahara and wrote of them as possessing complex 

and sophisticated, cultures. Another suggestion of Du Bois', based more on 

7 IIrrifstical yearnings than hard factual data ll , Has tllat American Negro culture 

owed much to the African way of life. This thesis, was later examined by 

Herskovits 'Nhen he published his l':[tl:. £f..-J.pe.,.~·I:ref7o PaJ3~. in 19h1. His extensive 

research to some degree supported Du Bois' thesis. However, it is still VlideJy 

debated. 

The new developments in history and anthropology in which Du Bois was 

both an innovator and communicator were essential in undermining the foundations 

of colonialism. liThe colonizer conceived his relationship to the colonized as 

that of the civilized man to tlle savage. Colonialism is thus based on a hierarchy, 
8 

assuredly elementary, but stable and sure ll • As soon as questions Here asked about 

-----------------------------------_.-----
7. l\.ugust l~leir, ancl Elliott 1-1. 11urlt'ilC};:J ~~t~~ion yO .. pl1etto 

'(Netv York: Hill and Hang, 1966), p. 3,. 

8. Kesteloot, quoted by Abiola Ireli, "Negritude or Black Cultural 
Nationa1ismll , Ill~e~~~ of ~loder}l. !.\.fTi9.a!1._~~,:di_e£, III, 3 (1965), p. 3h2, f .n. 
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just hOH savage \'laS the· savage then the elementary hierarchy was indeed on 

inDocure footing. If the savage viaS fmmel to be as 'civilizo(l' as the 

colonizer thon colonialism's 'civilizing mission' became one of exploitation 
\ 

and oppression. Leo Frobenins, l'Jho played an important part in tho 

revaluation of Africa's culture and people, summed up the indictment that 

the developments' in history and anthropolo£,y marle of colonialism as: II Frora 

.colonization to civilization, the distance is in..finitell. 9 

Du Bois attended the Universal Races Con..ference of 1911 in London 

and heard at first hand many of tho new ideas on race that l'lOre chanGing 

the ~V'hite world's vimV' of the colonred. The conclave vJaS 'scientific' and 

'humanitarian' and. focused upon the lateot findings concerning the vlho1c 

race qnestion. Sergi of Italy, von Ranke of Germany, liYers, Lyd.e and Hadden 

of England, and Boas of the United States contributed papers. Du Bois 

reported the findings of the Conference at length and its importance to him 

Has the prestige of scientific authority it l-Jas to give to many of his ovm 

ideas. Speakers held that it l..;ras not possible to chart fD~ed or enclosed 

lines of· racial demarcation and it was of no more lIimportance to Imow 110vJ 

many races there are than to ImoH how many angels dance on the point of a 

needle ll • Boas asserted that races were II grol,1ing • • • entities ll and 

declared that racial cj.ifferences vJere .the product of· social and geOGraphical 

environments. }trers l'lent as far as to theorize tbat lithe capacity to think 

of most of- the. early twentieth century Europeans approximated that of 

contemporary primitive peoples II • The gathering also ·commented on racial 

----------_. ----_._-----_ .. _------------
9. Ibid. -
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prejudice Gnd 'lll'Ged upon the rlelcc.:>tcs "the Ilvitnl irnport;mc0 at tlli::: ,jl,;1c;tlJre 

of histor;y of cliscou.ntenancing race prejudico) as tCl1Ilinr, to infJ.:iJ:t on 

humanity lncalcuable harm, and as based on Gonera1izitions um~Tortlw of an 

10 
~nlightened and progressive af,e ll • 

Du Bois Has attendinG tho Conference GS a reproccntativc of -Lhe 

N .1\.A. c. P. Hho h::tcl sent him abroad in 1911 lito make forei[TI prop3.candallll 

and tho Universal Races Congress fitted that aim. Du Bois spoke on liThe 

Negro Race in the United States" and Has critical of Brooker T. Hashineton's 

approach to racial conditions, although his allusions to the bead of the 

Tuskegee Institute ~vcre IIpurely impersonal - and very dignified" .12 He left 

the Conference with "a broad tole~ance of racen13 and a stronger internationalist 

outlook. 

Du. Bois' 0IVl1 ideas on race at this juncture l'lere similar to those of 

'Ie nf II 'I It 1 I • h· t . ] f t" 14 lj 18 0 erees. . e saw race as a cu u1'a, SOmelj1rneS an J_S or1ca _, ac - • 

It 1vas a dynamic concept since for him race Has based upon the changing 

factors that determined relations betvleeri. smaller and larger, vleaker and 

stronger, subordinate and dominant social groups. lr-Jhile he accepted the broad 

anthropological classification of race as occasional~ useful, Du Bois insisted 

that the importance of race to the modern Horld i'Tas not visible through such 
____ •• ____ ....... _____ #00.-_____ .... ...-_______ .-__________ _ 

10. Du Bois, quoted by Elliott E. RudHick, ""I'<T.E.B. Du Bois and th9 
Universal Races Concress of 1911", fr.y.loll..9uar:t~'&:, xx: (December, 1959), p. 37h. 

11. Du Bois, quoted, P-?lE .. , p. 373. 
12. Du Bois, quoted,: J!?id. 
, -:) n" iJ ..... .;,., ""''\'1",..J...l''''I.rl Ib~..-1 ""'" J7ry 
.J~~. .lJl.A, .uv~uJ y'v.vu\. .. u., ~~., 1J • ...Jl,. 

14. ~v.E.B. Du Bois, ~~1s_2.f_pavJIL=_1\n E..EE.~;Z_~Oi·J.2-2;"'2-_a!1 Au.tobiof,;r~]T H~~ 
li£.~~p..t (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1940), p. 153. 
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classificatory schemes.' In the first plac0) he saH science as 8hol'JinG that 

there Here 

• • • no 'races I, in any exact scientific sense; that 
no bodily development, of he~d fonn, of colour and hair, 
of psycholot;ical roactions, have succeeded in dividing 
mankind into different, recognizo.ble groups: That so
called 'pm'e' races seldom, if over, exi~)t and tho.t 0.11 
present manl~ind.., tho world over, are 'mixed t so far a::: 
the so-cotlled racial characteristics are concerned. r:' 

1/ 

110 de 1'11 racial problems to Du Bois Here not problems of primary races, but of 

groups, nations and economic classes. 

This is t'rue today in the race problems of JeHs, Poles, 
and Czechs; of Irish and English; of Japanese and 
Chinese. Only in the case of white and blacks in' 
Africa and the United states, of bro't-m and. \-1hite in 
India, have we something 1-1hich approaches contact 
between primary groups, and' 'race' is not entirely 
clear in these cases. 

·16 

Du Bois' concept of race qynanncs is made more explicit in'his editorial 

for the fll~st edition of . .El:;z:1-_()£. Here he poirrts out that the concept 'race 1 

refers to 

• • • the greater groups of hwnan kind v7hich by outer 
pressure and inner cohesiveness, still form and have 
long formed a stronger or weaker unity of thought and 
action. Among these groups appear both biological and 
psychological likenesses, although v.]e believe tbat these 
aspects have in the past been over~emphasized in the face 
of many contradictory facts. \'lhile, therefo?=,e, \·.]e 
continue to study and measure'all human differences 'V18 

seem t2..§~.Lthe _E~1-s of.~ .. ~1..J2r.E..9~i?i9_~_E.~2i~ill.. 
in culture. • • A culture consists of the ideas, habits 
a:n:clV'alues, the teclmical processes and goods \'lhich any 
group 'possessed of either by inheritance or udoption. 

17 

----------------.-.----------
15. hT.E'.B.Du Bo:i.s, "Race REllations in the United States ll , TEe J\P!1alQ" 

CXXXX, 229 (Novenmer, 1928), p. 6. 
16. iV.E.B. Du Bois, "Persons and Places", Phylon, I (Second Quarter, 

1nl.n'\ ...... 17~ 
.)...7 Lj.V /., F' .... I -" • 

17. vi.B.B. Du Bois, "Editorial", Ehzlon, I (First Quarter, 1940), p. 3. 
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By defining culture in this way and shovJing that racial unity "\'las found in 

culture, Du Bois via,S trying to undermine the assumption that II congenital 

differences among the lnain masses of human beings absolute~ condition the 
- 18 

individual destiny of every member of the group". Biological and psycho-

logical differences, while quite apparent, were not the determining factors 

in whether groups of men were members of a 'lower race' or members of a 

'higher race'. The determining factors were cultural and were constantly 

open to chru1ge. ~~len culture, through education, economic development or 

osmosis changed its ideas, values or habits then its members changed, 

irrespecti ve of ' congenital differences'. There were no groups too t were 

:inherently inferior or :inherently superior. All 'races t were in 'constant 

ferment, some advancing, others regressing, but none because of biological 

or psychological factors, standing sti~l. Thus to Du Bois, racial and 

cultural relations vlere designations that were interchangeable; race was 

Itcultural and historical in essence, rather than pri~rily biological and 
19 

psychological". 

It was the task of science not to obliterate all races and group 

distinctions, ilbut to lmow and study them, to see and appreciate them at 

their true values, to emphasize the use- and place of human differences as 
20 

tool -and method of progress lt • Science had to show the world "racial 

problems" were problems of logic and ethics; that neither colour, nor 

condition, made a closed racial group. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Du Bois, Dusk of Da~ pp. 139 - 140. 
Du Bois, IIEditoriallt , p. 3. 

Ibid. -
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\I}hile Du Bois constantly emphasized the role of science in 

ameliorating race prejudice, he did not see science by itself as changing 

the conditions of Africans or Negroes. Race prejudice did not continue 

simply because of lIinert,ia and unconscious action ll on the part of 

,Europeans or Americans. Race prejudice 't-Ias based on "tremendous economic 

structures" that Here brought into beinG by the slave trade, and science 

no matter hOH persuasive could not by itself alter its basis. Science had 

to be assisted. IIForce must come to its aid. The black world must fight 

for freedom. It must fight with the weapons of Truth, with the sTrlOrd of 

the intrepid, unconlpromising Spirit, with organization in boycott, pro

pa'ganda and mob frenzyll. 21 Du Bois' Pan-African Movement was long on 'Truth' 

andtintrepid, uncompromising Spirit' but short on I boycott, propaganda and 

mob frenzy' and therein, perhaps, was its failure. 

Whil:e Du Bois was hopeful about the effectiveness of his "brotherhood 

of Negro bloodlt in combatting oppression and exploitation in Africa and 

America, he did not see the problem as an isolated one. He writes in his 

autobiograpny that as early as 1892, while at the University of Berlin, he saw 

the "race problem in America, the problem of the peoples of Africa and Asia 

and the political development of Europe as one ll •
22 In '1905 he suggested that 

the problems of the African and the Negro could best be solved by a union of 

all the black, brown, and yellow peoples; by 1917 the idea vTaS a common one 

in his writings and he saw the Africans and Negroes, aided by their 'natural' 

21. 
22. 

Du Bois, Dusk of Da'lm, 

~., p. 47. 
pp. 5 c 

- u. 



allies, the Japanese) Chinese and Indi,ans, in a militant crusade .that 't-1ould 

23 wage war upon the 'white world'. 1rJhile he hoped that war would not be 

necessary,_ since Hwar is hell", he reminded his audience that "there are 
, 24 

things worse than hell, as every Negro lmows". 

The threat o:f race war between the 'darker peoples' and the tHhite 

world' was the bluff' of' a frustrated man. Du Bois had seen his Pan-African 

Congresses as achieving nothing of any lasting importance. Africa had not 

been freed of her oppressors and there .-Jere f'e1-1 changes there that ame liorated 

the hopelessness of her people. The Congresses had sh~1n that there was little 

inte~national Negro unity. In spite of this, Du Bois continued his programme 

for the unity of all 1coloured peoples 1 on even more tenuous grounds than his 

Pan-Africanism. His threat of race war was toned dovm on careful reconsideration 

but his dream of China, Japan, India and Africa as developing a 'common 

, I ' t 25 Wh'l 'h . d th t th • t lf I conSC10usness was no • 1 e e recognlze a ere was a vas gu 

between the peoples of these lands, like his 'brotherhood of Negro blood I, Du 

Bois thought that the oppression and exploitation common to all would overcome 

the gulf. In his most racist work ~f.ck Princess, Du Bois in Hollywoodian 

fashion bridges the gap by the marriage of an Indian princess to an American 

Negro. The Unity of Africa and Asia is decreed: liPan-Africa belongs logically 

26 
with Pan-Asia". That the gulf was more complex than Du Bois would admit 

23. Elliott 11. Rudwick, 1'f.E.Bo D32..Jjois.:~A Stud;v in l1irlOTh:!:Y. Grou1? 
LeadershiE (University City: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1960), p. 234. 

24. Du Bois, quoted, ~. 
25. Du Bois, quoted, I2~. 

26. Du Bois, quoted Isaacs, ?E' ~ti., p. 217. 



goes without sqying, and his captivity to the idea illustrates that for him 

the call to arms was more important than a realistic assessment of the 

problems involved. 

Professor Edward M. East graphical~ depicted the 'vast gulf' thus: 

liThe Japanese and the Chinese despise each other, and both feel superior to 

the brown and the black, and the Hindu has more caste tabus than either. 1I27 

Du Bois, hmvever, smv on~ colour and colonialism, and both had in common the 

assumed superiority of white people. That other factors, perhaps more 

important, were at 'VlOrk were dismissed. He was captive of his ovm racial 

philosophy which saw 'white' as the criterion of evil and I coloured I as the 

criterion' of good. The coloured peoples of the 'VlOrld, since they 'V18re oppressed, 

could never be oppressors; and since colonialism was the exploitation of 

coloured labour by whites, • coloured' nations could not be imperialistic. 

This was displayed most consistent~ in his portrayal of Japan as 

the harbinger of the emancipation of coloured peoples. He hopeful~ saw 

Japan I S defeat of Russia in 1905 as the leading edge of a movement that vlOuld 

see the end of white domination of the world. The Washington Conference of 

1922 saw the failure of an I anglo-saxon entente I to drive a wedge bet'l-leen 

Japan and China and he predicted Ilthat the day is in sight when they will 

present an unbroken front to the aggression of the whites ll • 28 vJhile in 1927 

Japan lvas one of China's oppressors, Du Bois remained defensive and hoped that 

Japan l'JQuld al~ herself with the coloured races Iwhere she belonged'; her 

27. RudvD.ck, "!i!E.B. Du !3o~t~,. pp. 23h - 235. 

28. Du Bois, quoted, Francis Broderick, 'tl:.E.I2.!. Du "!?OiS
j
, Ne£lro Leade}, 

in a Time of Crisi~ (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1959 , p. 132. 
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29 
attacks on China were seen as part of her resistance to the white powers. 

The strengthening of the Chinese government and tho broadening of democracy in 

Japan would provide for a reapproachment· betHcen the tvlO countries and both 

Hould sce that their mutual antagonism had been caused by the Hhite world, 

especial~ Great Britain. The Japanese invasion of Manchuria in 1931 Has 

the forerunner of a Japanese-Chinese bloc against the white vlorld. Her 

attack on Manchuria was the seizure of Itdismembered parts of China' nearest 

to her tl before European nations could seize them. Japan ImeH that China 

could not have been saved from Europe and America unless Japan umade YJanchuria 

Asiatic by force ll •
30 As the occupation of Manchuria continued and became more 

oppressive, Du Bois became defensive and suggested that what Has right for 

England in the nineteenth century was right for Japan in the tvrentieth. The 

concession in 1933 by Ethiopia of sixteen million acres of land to Japan was 

a IIreapproachment bet'Vleen Asia. and Africa l.vhich foreshadows closer. union 

31 between yellow and black people lt • No matter what the event, his notion of the 

unity of coloured peoples provided an! explanation. Japan1s silence at the 

coronation of Haile Selassie as Emperor was seen as a sign of her pleasure at 

the prospects of ~ strong, armed Ethiopia run by Africans. His summary of 

World I-lar II in 1947 stretched his nwopia tow'ards Japan to its limits. II Japan 

aroused Asia, and by attacking America thus furnished the one reason, based on 

race prejudice, w~ich brought America immediately into the war ll •
32 

. 
29. Du Bois, quoted, lli.£. , p. 133. 
30. Du Bois, quoted, lli£. , p . 133. 
..,., Du. Bois, ~_._~.L _....] "1""'1.-~ ....J p. ., ..,\. 
.J.L. quuveu, ~., J...J4. 

, 
32. Du Bois, The World and Africa, p. 14. 
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Du Bois I colo1.1r astigmatism towirds Liberia, while understandable, 

further illustrates his total involvement with colour in place of many-

side analysis. In his writings, Liberia 1'JaS romanticized as the 1I10nely 

symbol of the Negro race daring to be free ll • 33 Liberians 'vere real kinfolk -

or at least the ruling class were ... the descendants of American Negroes rlho 

lvere repatriated in the middle of the nineteenth century. During a visit 

there .in 1923 as envoy e~traordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, by 

designation of President Calvin Coolidge, to the inaug1.lration of President 

C.D.E. King, Du Bois spoke of the ability of Negroes to rule in Africa as 

a I1great and encouraging reinforcement ll in the fight against discrimination 

in the United States. The American Negro pride in America was accompanied 

by a 

• •• pride in their race and lineage, a b~lief in the 
potency and promise of Negro blood which makes them 
eager listeners to every whisper of success from Liberia, 
and eager helpers in every movement for your aid and 
comfort. In a special sense, the moral burden of Liberia 
and the advancement and integrity of Liberia is the 
sincere prayer of America.

34 

Du Bois, in his own reporting, made sure that 'every whisper' from Liberia was 

one of success and advancement. The evils were glossed over or forgotten. 

Practices that would have enraged him if performed by whites were accepted with 

tolerance and understanding. \Vhile he condemned slavery in Liberia, he refused 

to censure the Negro government for permitting it. Instead, he wrote that the 

black republic lis no more guilty' than other countries. He even noted that 

33. 
34. 

Rudvnck, W.E.B. Du Bois, p. 233. 
I ....... 

Du Bois, pusk of Daioffi, p~ 25. 
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'domestic slavery is discouraged by the government', while he acknoHlcdf',cd 
35 

simultaneously that Liberia used 'forced laboUl" I and the indentUl~e ,;;ystem. 

If 'Liberian labour I vIaS sold in France and Spain, what of it? Did not the 

European nations pressure the small state into such practices, and besides 

did not the British ,only just release two hundred thousand slaves in Sierra 

Leone? 

George S. Sch~ler, in §laves To~~~ provided a devastating reply 

to Du Bois ~ lvarped vision of Liberia. The Liberian governmen'b was condemned 

for permitting slavery, and exploiting and terrorizing its people. Schuyler 

pointed out that Liberia's problems were of her own making and that there 

was little evidence of'a European conspiracy. He lectured Du Bois for 

"condoning abuse wh~n the culprits were Negroes ll ;36 his "belligerent. . . 
Negrophilismn while commendable warped his vision.37 Du Bois made no reply 

to the attack. 

Sqhuyler's assertion that Du Bois' Negrophilism warped his ability 

to see the problems of the Negro in more than one dimension contained a great 

deal of truth. Du Bois was the prisoner of what ¥mrgaret Halsey called the 

'lirth of the Wonderful Oppressed' - "the notion that because a group suffers 

from persecution, it automaticalJ.y incompasses all virtue and is purged of all 
, 38 

faultsll. Japanese imperialism and Liberian shortcomings had to be explained 

35. Rudwick, ~.E.B_ pu Bois, p. 233. 
36. Schuyler, quoted, ~., 
37. Schuyler, quoted, Broderick, °12- cit., p. 135. 
"lA Th';,.1 ""' , '.:!t:: 
.J~ • ~., J:'- -J"'. 
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and in Du Bois 1 vim'T, they could only be the result of vlhitc cxploit;J.tion 

qince these states Here 'coloured' and thus unable to act in Hays t.h:J.t vT8re 

imitative O.r the 't'lhite Vlorld'. rlhile his belief in the nwth Gave Du Bois a 

"coherent point of vie'iv • • • it led him some distance from the real vlorld 

. . . The colour line was not monomania among all coloured peoples. 1I He viaS 

unwilling ·to admit that 'coloured ' states such as Japan and Liberia cou.ld act 

from nationalistic, economic or even racist motives.39 

While his analysis of world problems in terms of colour and colonialism 

in the 1920ls ru1d 130 t s was perhaps some distance from being totally realistic, 

its applicability to the world ushered in by World War II was not so far off the 

mark. Japan viewed the ~var in Asia as a campaign to win IAsia for the Asians I 

and the post lvar inq.ependent movements in the area had a large degree of racial 

nationalism at their core. While wrong about the time, he was certainly right 

about their int,ensity, place and programme. Du Bois I call for unity between the 

Africans and Asians has certainly had manifestations since the war, although the 

duration and intensity of such unity was and still is fickle. But despite this, 

Du Bois' assertions that the welfare of American Negroes was tied to the welfare 

of coloured people everywhere was a sound one and has been a factor in impressing 

upon white Americans today the necessity of racial justice at home. 

There were never any organizational links betHeen Du Bois' Pan-African 

movement and Asians. It was left to later Pan-Africanists to refine the theme 

and today it is a constant one. Padmore in 'his book Pan .. Africimism or Communism, 

speaks of the "oneness of the struggles of the Coloured world for freedom from 

39. Ibid., pp. 133 - 135. -



alien domination ll , and that Pan-Africanism lIendorses the conception of an 

Asian-African front II • Also, Pan-Africanism Ildravm considerable in8piration 

from the struggles of the national freedom movements of the Asian countries, 

and subscribes to the Gandhian doctrine of non-violence as a means of 

. 40 
attaining self-determination and racial equal~ty". 

Du Bois' portrqyal of colour as the basis of most world problems, while 
\ 

singular, also gave him an understanding of events that war e at times most 

perceptive. He saw the world draped in an elaborate racist ideology propounded 

by Europeans who {Jaw their duty, as Du Bois put it, in dividing up the "darker 

l-lorld and administering it for Europe's goodll • The "darker peoples [ivere] 

dark in mind as well as in bodyll the IIborn beasts of burden for white folks U •
41 

In Darlcw~er ~. Du :eois wrote that such degradation of men by men lvas as 

• • • old as mankind and the invention of no one race or 
people. Ever have men striven to conceive of their victims 
as different from the victors, endless~ different, in soul 
and blood, strength and cunning, race and lineage. It has 
been left, however, to Europe and to modern days, to discover 
the eternal world - wide mark of meanness - colour. 42 

The primaqr of colour was uppermost in shaping the world and it was. so much part 

of the 'warp and vlOo.f of • • • dai~ thought I that few realized its thoroughness. 

pp. 

Everything great, good, efficient, fair and honourable is 
'lvhite I; everything mean, bad, blundering, cheating and 
dishonourable is 'yellow'; a bad taste if tbrown'; and 
evil is 'black'. The changes of this tl~me are continu-
al~ rung in picture and stor.y, in newspaper heading and 
moving picture, a sermon and school book, until, of 
course, the King can do no l'lrOng - a lvhite man is always 
right and a black man has no rights which a white man is 
bound to respect. There must come the necessar.y despisings 
and hatreds of these savage half~len, this unclean canail~e of 
tho world ~ these dogs of men.' All tpxough the world this 

ho. 
41-

41 - 42. 
42. 

Padmore, OPe cit.; p. 18. 
vl.E.B. Du Bois, Darkwater 

~., p. 42. 

(New York: Harcourt, Brace & Howe, 1920), 



gospel is preaching. It has its literature, it has 
its priests, it has its secret propaganda and above 
all - it paysll . t3 

h8 

In an b-.tlantic Morithlx. article liThe African Roots of War ll , in 1915, 

his emphasis on colour gave Du Bois a much clearer picture of the world than 

most. Africa was the 'land of the twentieth century I and if lasting peace 

was ever to succeed it was essential that the democratic ideal was extended to 

·lIyellow, brown and black people". The monopolizing of African land by Europeans 

which had forced "poverty on the masses and [reduce~ them to the 'dumb 

driven-cattle' stage of labour activityll had to cease. Education had to be 

applied honestly and effectively before Europe succeeded in making over "yellow, 

brown and black men into docile beasts of burdenll. Most importantly, the 

"principle of home rule must extend to groups, nations, and races. The ruling 

of one people for another people's whim or gain must stop. This kind of 

despotism has been in late days more and more skillfully disguised. But the 

brute fact remains: the white man is ruling Africa for the white mants gain, 

and just as far as possible he is doing the same to coloured races elsewhere ll • 

If Europe did not heed the call then 'Vlar was always possible, arising out of 

three dangers endemic to colonialism: 

1. Renewed jealousy at any division of colonies or 
spheres of influence agreed upon, if at any future 
time the present division comes to seem unfair. 

2. War will come from the revolutionary revolt of the 
10vlest workers. 

h3. ~., p. hh. 



3. The coloured peoples vlill not always submit 
passive~ to foreign domination • • 0 lihen 
a people deserve liberty they fight for it 
and get it 0

44 

49 

After the First World War in 1920, who but Du Bois and his 

preoccupation with colour could placo the conflict junt past into'its proper 

perspective and lvrite these prophetic words: 
-

The World War Has primarily the, jealous and avarlClOUS 
struggle for the largest share in exploiting darker races. 
As such it is &~d must be the prelude to the armed and 
indignant protests of these despised and raped peoples. 
Today Japan is hammering on the door of Justice, China is 
raising her half-manacled hands to Imock next, India is 
1-1rithing for freedom to Imock, Egypt is sullenly muttering, 
the Negroes of South and \vest Africa, of the vlest Indies, 
and of the United States are just awakening to their 
shameful slavery. Is, ,then, this "lar the end of war? Can 
it be the end, so long as sits enthroned even in the souls 
of those who cry peace, the despising and robbing of darker 
peoples? If Europe hugs this delusion, then this is not the 
end of vlOrld war - it is but the beginning1

45 
Another important aspect of Du Bois I Pan-Africanism was his insistence 

that Africa belonged to Africans; Africans in this case excluded any Europeans 

who ha:d settled there. It also excluded American or West Indian Negroes vlho 

dreamed of returning to Africa in hope of securing the freedom and equality that 

was lacking at home. Du Bois saw the ttvlenty-five million grandchildren of the 

European slave trade I as' playing a leading role in- the awakening -of Africa but 

their emigration was not part of that role. Africa was for the Africans and 

the idea of transporting Negroes back to Africa was never acceptable to him as 

cxv 
44. vJ • .I!i.tl. lJU bois, IlT110 African Roots of War", 

(Hay, 1915), pp. 712 - 713. 

45. Du Bois, Darkwater, pp. 49 - 50. 
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a solution of American racial problems. EVen thoU[;h he realized that 'back 

to Africa r' movements seemed to be solutions not only to the "inexperienced and 

to demagogues, but to the prouder and more independent type of Negro ••• tired 

of begging for justice and recognition,from folk who ,seem to him to have no 

intention of being jus~l1, h6 Du Bois felt the idea lVas impracticaL As a 

result of ~uroI?ean colonialism, Africa was Itabout the last place rlhere coloured 

47 
folks could seek freedom and equalityll. Africans had not the slightest 

intention of giving up their land to 

• • • foreigners; rlhite or black • • • They resent the 
attitude that assures that other folk of any colour are 
coming in to take and rule their land. Liberia, for 
instance • •• is not going to allow American Negroes to 
assume control and to direct her government. Liberia, in 
her mind, is for Liberians. 

48 
To those who continued to think about a return to Africa, Du Bois offered 

realistic advice. 

No person of middle age or beyond should think of migrating 
• • • Young and energetic people 1-1ho '\-1ant to migrate to 
Africa must remember Ltha~l labourers are not needed in 
Africa • • • Skilled labour • •• is ~vanted, but even there 
the difficul"liies of remunerative vlOrk • • • are very great.) 

. ,Q 
..... " 

By opposing emigration Du Bois came into conflict vuth Marcus Garvey 

and his Universal Negro, Improvement Association (U.-N.I.A.), or, as it came to 

be known, Black Zionism. It had as its central idea the realization of a free 

and independent Africa as home for Negroes throughout the world. At the opening 

h6. Du Bois, 

47. Du Bois, 

h8. Du Bois, 

49. Du Bois, 

Dusk of Davm, p. 195. 
quoted, Isaacs, ,OPe cii·, 

quoted, Ibid. -
quoted, Ibid. -

p. 22l. 
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convention of the Association on August 2, 1920, Garvey set the theme of 

his movemetlt. 

\ve are des cendents of a suffering people; • • • we are 
the descendents of a people determined to suffer no 
longer • • • "He shall now organize the 400,000,000 
Negroes of the lvorld into a vast orga.nization to plant 
the banner of freedom on the great continent of Africa 
• • • We do not desire what has belonged to others, 
though others have always sought to deprive us of that 
which belonged to us • •• If Europe is for the 
Euxopeans, then Africa shall be· for the black peoples 
of the 'VlOrld. \V'e say it; 'VJe mean it • • • The other 
races have countries of their oun and it is time for the 
4~0,000,000 Negroes to claim ltfrica for thems~lves.50 

51 

Garvey was of West Indian ancestry; a spectacular showman, he built the U.N.I.A. 

into an organization that at its apogee in the ear~ 1920lS had a membership of 

nearly two million Negroes. It had what Du Bois I Pan ... Africa.n Movement lacked, 

support from the mass of American Negroes iv-ho saw in Garvey their only hope of 

delivery from exploitation and oppression. In addition to its aim of 

establishing Africa as the homeland of all black peoples, the Association also 

campaigned for Negro owned and operated commercial and industrial bUsiness 

throughout the world. Several SU9h enterprises were commenced - the most notable 

being the Black Star Steamship Line. It, due to mismanagement, brought a charge 

of fraud from the United States Government; convicted, .Garvey was jailed in 1923. 

His jailing and the reluctance of the Liberian government to support his plans 

for a Negro state or allow members of the U.N.I.A. jnto Liberia (Garvey main

tained that was at the insistence of Du Bois), caused splits in the movement 

50 ~ Quoted 7 Edward David Cronan ~ ~la.ck.l-rpsf!l:: ;rh~ ...§tory of Hareu&, 
Garvex_ ~cL the Uni,Y!3~l Ne(Q',2 Improvement As,§ociation tMadison: University 
of l"risconsin Press, 195>), p. "b5. 
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and by 1929 it had disjntecratcd. It ,vas ironic that Du BO:lo' Pan-Ai'r:lean 

Hovcment, in spite of its opposition to U.N.I.A., 1'1<1:3 soen by many 1'/hite 

people as a part of Garvey1s Black Zionism. Durine the 1921 Pan-African 

Congress, one Paris newspaper 1'lent so far as to say t~a t Du Bois vIas a 

disciple of Garv~y. 

Writing during the First Pan-African Coneress 'in 1919,Du Bois 

succinct~ explauled his movement to American Negroes: 

This is not a 'separatist' movement. There is no need to 
think that those who advocate the opening up of Africa for 
Africans • • • desire to deport any large nt~ber of coloured 
Americans to a foreign and, in some respects, jnhospitable 
land. Once and for all, let us realize that we are Americans, 
that were brought here 1'lith the earliest settlers, and that 
the very sort of civilization from which we came made the 
complete adoption of \vestern modes and customs imperative 
if we vlOre to survive at all. In brief, there is nothing 
so jndigeneous, so completely 'made in America I as vlO. It is 
as absurd to talk of a return to Africa, mere~ because that 
was our home 300 years ago, as it 1'70uld be to expect the 
members of the Caucasian race to return to the vastnesses of 
the Caucasus ~10untains from which, it is reputed, they sprang. 
• • • The African movement means to us what the Zionist 
Movement must mean to the Jews, the centralizati.on of the race 
effort and the recognition of a facial foUt].t. 'To help bear 
the burden of Africa does not mean any lessenjng of effort in 
our own problem at home. Rather it means increased interest. 
For apy ebulliti0E-9f.acti~n ~d fee}~ that results. in an 
amelioration of the lot of Africa tends to ameliorate the 
~ItTOi1 of :coro'ured' pe0..Elesthrou~hout the: World-: Aridno 
~ liveth to, ~imself "51 . 

Du Bois first heard the term I Pan-African I at the 1900 Pan-African 

Conference although as early as 1897 he was think:il1g in world wide race terms: 

"If the Negro was to be a factor in the world's history it would be through a 

The Pa...~~.A.fric~"'1 idea for HenrtJ Sylvester vlilliaw.s, the 

51. Du Bois, quoted Isaacs, £E" c~t., pp. 222 - 223. Emphasis added. 
52. Du Bois, quoted, Colin Legum, Pan-Africanism (New York: Praeger, 

1962), p. 24. 
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organizer of the Conference, was an attempt to bring people of African descent 

into closer contact and to foster friendJ.y relations betl·:een tbe races of the 

world. This, as can be seen from tbe above, was also an aspect of Du Bois' Pan-

Africanism. There was, however, ~nother aspect, to Du Bois' movement tbat took 

it beyond Hbat Hilliams envisaged. Du Bois saw lit'!:ile hope of friendJ,y 

relations bet'V18en the races of the world if one race continued to dominate the 

others; racial harmonY meant that self-government for European colonies in 

Africa and elsel'lhere was essential. Du Bois t address at the 1900 Conference 

called upon the British Government to give the "rights of responsible 

government to the Black Colonies of Africa and the West· Indies ll •
53 While it 

is not certain that by responsible government Du Bois meant a cabinet 

responsible to a popular~ elected legislature, his subsequent statements at 

later Pan-African Congresses indicated that 'responsible government' certain~ 

meant self~government or independence. 

As a prelude to self-government for all of Africa, Du Bois suggested 

in the same speech that the Belgian Congo should become a "great central Negro 

staten • 54 Nothing was said, however, on how this idea was to be implemented. 

Seventeen years later the same idea was presented: this time, German East Africa 

was to be joined with t.he Belgian Congo as a \I great free central African state". 55 

The following year, the idea, growing ever larger and ever more impractical, it 

was suggested that the great free central African state be enlarged to include 

53. Du Bois, quoted, Alexander Halters, MY Life and Work (New York: 
,....~ ___ ." "r\""'\ _ nrn 
n~y~~~, ~7~(J, V= ~~7. 

54. Du Bois, quoted, ~. 

55. Du Bois, quoted Rudwick, ~.E.B. Du Bois, p. 210. 
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Uganda, French Equatorial Africa,. German Southvlest Africa, and the Portugese 

territories of Angola and Mozambique. How' such a state viaS to becorr:e a reality, 

Du Bois gave no clues except to saJ" that once the state. was constituted 

"organized civilization'" would act as guardians. 56- Organized civilization in 

Du Boisian terms lias the opinions of those educated Africans and Negrces who 

presumed to speak for all of Africa. Such guardians vlould gather at regular 

Pan-African Congresses and attempt to merge modern cultural advantages - science, 

education, connnunications, philanthropy - ~vith the IIcuriously efficient African 

institutions of local self-g~vernment through the family and the tribe ll •
57 Apart 

from this suggestion Du Bois had little to say on how self-governing African 

states would govern themselves. He made reference to the idea that they would 

be 'democratic' and Isocialistic' but did not embellish on what he meant. 

This chapter has examined the ideology of Du Bois' Pan-Africanism. It 

was not an ideology in the sense that it represented an elaborate, compre-

hensive or closed system of knowledge. Instead, his Pan-Africanism was a 

disjointed boqy of assertions and beliefs held together by his concept of 

colour that showed African society, its history, and its goals was not much 

different in kind from that of other societies. While Du Bois recognized that 

there were fundamental. and far reaching divisions on the African continent, he 

thought that the cultural and political heterogeneity could be overcome by the 

realization by Africans of their connnon sufferings under colonialism. That this 

did not happen is more apparent today than thirty years ago. 

56. Du Bois, quoted, Broderick, OPe cit., p. 129. 

57. Du Bois, quoted, lli.£!. 



CHfl.PrER III . . THE CONGRESSES 

From an organizational standpoint the Pan ... African movement under 

Du Bois consisted of four loosely structm'ed congresses that met between 

1919 and 1927. A secretariat was established after the second congress in 

1921 but it was ineffectual due to disagreement among its members. Du Bois 

had long been interested in summoning members of his race to a conference, 

but until 1919 had been unsuccessful. He, himself, had attended several 

such conferences and it was at the 1900 London conference that he first 
1 

became acquainted with the idea of Pan-Africanism. The 1900 Conference 

'l-laS not unlike those later convened by Du Bois, so some consideration is 

given to this earlier conference. 

Although Du Bois first heard of Pan-Africanism at the London Conference 

in 1900, no mention was made of the conference in. his earlier autobiographical 

works. It was not until 1947 in The World and Africa
2 

that brief reference vTaS 

made, but even then there was no mention of his own presence and participation. 

It was characteristic of Du Bois that since he did not conceive or call this 

first conference, its importance to him was marginal. His reference in his 1947 

lvork points out that the conference was called by Ita black, ~vest Indian barrister, 

practising in Londonn ,3 whom Du Bois does not even name. The conference 

1. \'lhile H. Sylvester \-lilliams lvas the first to talk of Pan ... Africanism, 
Du Bois in 1897 had said that "If the Negro 'VIaS to be a factor in the world's 
history it would be through a Pan-Negro movement." (Quoted, Colin Legum, Pan-
Africanism (New York: Praeger, 1962), p. 24. ---

2. W.E.B. Du Bois, The \V'orld and Africa (New York: Vildng Press, 1947), 
p. 7. 

3. lli.!!. 
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"attracted attention, land] put the word npan-African ll in the dictionaries 

for the first time. lIh Beyond these meagre Vlords Du Bois had nothing to say, 

but references :in autobiographical 'twrks of others point out that the 

participation of Du Bois was significant and it was in an address he delivered 

that many of the ideas he subsequent~ developed were found. 

The conference Has organized by Henry Sylvester-\'Tilliams,5 a 

Trinidadian barrister, practising in London. It was attended by about 

thirty intellectuals, most~ Negroes from the West In4ies and the United 

States along Hith several white and African residents of London. Du Bois 

and Alexander Walters6 were attending the Paris Exposition and this accotmted 

for their presence at the Conference. ~valters was appointed Chairman, while 

Du Bois vIas named Secretary. \'ialters later reported the aims of the Conference 

as being threefold: 

First, to bring into closer touch with each other the 
people of African descent throughout the world; 

Second to inaugurate plans to bring about a more friendly 
relation between the Caucasian and African races; and 

Third, to start a movement looking forward to the securing 
to all Africans living in civilized countries their full 
rights and to promote their business interests. 

7 

4. lli4. 
5. Not much is kno~n of Williams except tbat he was legal advisor to 

several African chiefs and other native representatives who visited London on 
political missions to the Colonial Office. He returned to Trinidad shortly 
after the Conference and died. 

6. 'VTalters vTas Bishop of the African Hethodist Episcopal Zion Church; 
he a.lso worked lfith the Afro-American Cotmcil and wrote often about the need 
for a 'Negro Cec~l Rhodes l • 

. 7. Alexander Walt~rs, ~ Life and 1[or1 (New York: Revell, 1917), p. 253. 
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WbyWilliams called the Conference ivhen he did is not lmovm, but the Boer 

\'Tar was raging at the time j and it no doubt influenced his thinking. 

Du Bois as Secretary prepared the Conferencels "Address to the 

Nationn of the World". In the "Address ll Hilliams' aims for the Conference 

l-wre transformed by Du Bois to mclude limited self ... governmont for the 

British Colonies m Africa and the West Indies. While the language was 

concilatory it 1vaS explicit m ivhat it demanded. 

Let the British Nation, the first modern champion of 
Negro freedom, hasten to crown the work of 1f.Llberforce, 
and Clarkson, and Bro..."ton, and Sharpe, Bishop Co lens 0 , 

and Livingstone, and give, as soon as practicable, the 
rights of responsible government to the Black Colonies 
of Africa and the West Indies. 

8 

This demand was preceded ~ the warnmg that lithe problem of the twentieth 

century is the problem of the colour lme - the relation of the darker to 

the lighter races of men m Asia and Africa, in America and the islands of 

the seall •
9 His IlAddress" went on to suggest that the Congo Free State become 

Ila great central Negro state of the worldll , and that other colonial powers 

grant 'justice' to Negroes. 'He then advocated respect for the "mtegrity and 

mdependence of the free Negro states of Abyssinia, Liberia, Haiti, etc. lI , 

\ 
hopmg that the people of these states, "the independent tribes of Africa, the 

Negroes of the West Indies and America, and the black ~ubjects of all nations 

[WOUld] take courage, strive ceaseless~, and fight brave~, ,that they m~ 
prove to the ivorld that their incontestable right to be counted among the great 

n _. '1""'10_. _____ .-L_--"' "'T""L..!....:t _ I')rn 
O. ilU ~o~s, quoveu, ~., p. ~77o 
9. W.E.B. Du Bois, The Soul 'of Black Folk (New York: A Crest 

Reprint, 1961), p. 23. - .. 
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brotherhood of mankind". 
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The Conference addressed a memorial to Queen Victoria protesting 

the treatment of Africans in South Africa and Rhodesia, especial~, lithe 

compulsory labour, segregation, the curfew, the passes, and the restric-
- 11 

tions on their right to vote". The rep~ through the Queen IS secretary 

lvas polite, but vague. She had commanded the Colonial Secretary, Joseph 

Chamberlain, that lIin settling the lines on which the administration of 

the conquered [south African] territories is to be conducted, Her 

Hajesty's Government will not overlook the interest and l'1elfare of the 

12 native races tt • 

The Pan-African Conference had its social side and lV-alters reported 

that it IIbrightened immeasurably the social season of the London Negro 

colony and served as a brilliant intellectual and social diversion for 

Icoloured American tourists I abroad that sunuller ll • The Lord Bishop of 

London entertained the delegates at Ihis-state~ palace l • Walters, self-

conscious~ reports: "After a magnificent repast had been served we were 

conducted through the extensive grounds which surround -the palace. Professor 

Du Bois (and several others) moved about the palace and grounds with an ease 

and elegance that was surprising; one would have thought they were I-GO the 

manor born l • 1I Following a tea for the delegates at the St. Ermin Hotel (llone 

of the most elegant in the city • • • splEmdid- repast was served") the 

10. 

lL 

12. 

Du Bois, 

Du Bois, 

Walters, 

quoted Walters, 0E- cit., pp. 258 - 260. 
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t distinguished I delegates returned home IIvowing they would recruit the better 

. 13 classes of our people in their proJectll. 

The Conference, before concluding its mee'l:,ing, voted a constitution 

and named officers (Du Bois was vice-president for the United States) to 

continue to press its programme on the colonial powers concerned. But lithe 

meeting had no deep roots in Africa itself, and the movement and the idea 

died for a generation ll •
14 Its significance was that Du Bois, after attending 

its meetings, began to see the American racial problem in a world vlide and 

especial~ African perspective. 

Apart from his presence at the Universal Races Conference in 1911 and 

his call for a Congress to meet during the fiftieth anniversary of the 

Emancipation Proclamation, Du Bois, between 1900 and 1919, did little to 

build a Pan-African organization, although, as already mentioned, it was 

during this period that most of his proposals for Africa were developed. 

While he continued to reiterate to his readers in Crisis that lithe cause 
"tIlL ..... 

of Liberia, the cause of Haiti, the cause of South Africa is our cause, and 

the sooner we realize this the betterll ,15 it was not until 1919 that his 

idea for a series of Pan-African Congresses was realized. In that year the 

National Association for the Advancement of Coloured Peoples (N.A.A.C.P.) sent 

Du Bois to Europe to collect material for a histor,v of Negro participation in 

the War just concluded, and to call, if possible, a Pan-African Congress. 

13. ~., p. 26l. 
14. Du Bois, The World and A:t'ris:~, p. 8. 
15. Du Bois, quoted Elliott ,M. Rudwick, :i.E•B ~.J?.~ Bois: If. Studl in 

Minority Group LeadershiE (University City: UniverSity of Pennsylvania, 1960), 
pp. 210 - 211. \ 
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Du Bois secured passage on the press ship "0rizaball by 'indirection', 

landed in Paris in December, 1918, and vlent about txying "-GO impress upon the 

Peace Conference sitting at Versailles the importance of Africa in the future 

of the worldll •
16 He tried to see President 1voodrow Wilson, but got only as 

far as Colonel House, "who was sympa'thetic but non-comilli tta.l" .17 A memorandum 

vTaS prepa.red for presentation to vlilson outlining Du Bois' plans for a Pan-

African Congress and suggestions on t-That the Pea.ce Conference should do 

regarding Africa. The Chicago Tribun~ of Januar.y 19,,1919, reported that 

Du Bois' suggestions were IIquite Utopian', and • •• has less than a China ... 

man's chance of getting anywhere • • • but it is nevertheless interestingll. 

It held out a r~ of hope, "as 'self-determination' is one of the words to 

conjure with in Paris nowadays, the Negro leaders are seeking to have it 
18 

applied, ii: possible, in a measure to their race in Africa". 

In the memorandum - which was published in 2Fisis as the official policy 

of the N.A.A.C.P. at the time he arrived in Europe - Du Bois cautiously 

acknowledged that while the principle of self-determination cannot be applied 

to uncivilized peoples, there were available groups of educated Negroes who 

constituted 1I,t.he thinldng classes of the future Negro world" and should be 

given "the decisive voice ll in the disposition of the German colonies.
19 

Trese 

people were the African chiefs and educated Negroes in the West Indies and the 

United states, French West Africa, Equatorial Africa, British Uganda, 

16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 

Du Bois, !,he vlor~duuand Africa, p. 8. 
Tbid. -
Quo'ted Du Bois, ~. 
Du Bois, quoted Rudwick, OPe cit., pp. 210 - 211. 
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Nigeria, Basutoland, SHaziland, Sierre Leone, Gold Coast, Gambia, Bechuana-

land, and in the Union of South Africa. The governments of Haiti, AbY88jnia, 

and Liberia were also to be represented. In order that the opinions of 

these groups could be determined, a Pan-African Congress Has to be called. 

But as Rud\uck points out, as far as Du Bois Vl.:tS concerned, the dJs-

positions of these groups were already mown since he advised Hilson "1ha t 

the Peace Conference should do with the German Colonies. The colonies should 

be internationalized and be placed lIunder the guidance of international 

organizations. The governing international commission should represent not 

simp~ governments, but modern culture, science, commerce, social reform, 

and religious philanthropy. It must represent not simp~ the white world, 
20 

but the civilized Negro world ll • 

The suggestion for a Pan-African Congress was not enthusiastical~ 

received by either of the three major powers at the Peace Conference. The 

United States and Great B,ritain, feeling that official French policy would 

allow no meeting, refused to issue passports to prospective delegates. 11hen 

21 the announcement was made that the First Pan-African Congress was to be 

held Februar,y 19 - 21, in the Grand Hotel, Paris, Acting Secretar,y of State 

Polk was 'puzzled' and reiterated that he IIhad been officially advised by the 
-. 22 

French Government that no such conference would be held". 

France's change of policy occurred when Du Bois was able to convince 

Ba1ise Diagne on the value of the Pah-African Congress. Diagne was a Senegalese 

Du Bois, The World and P£rica, p. 9~ 
21. Du Bois ca1led this Congress the 'First I, and to avoid 

confusion his enumeration will be followed. 
22. ~., p. 10. 
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representative :in the Chamber of Deputies, and more importantly "t-Ias 

Comnlissaire-General :in charge of recruiting native Africans for the 

French Army. During the War he had recruit9d eighty thousand African 

soldiers who took part in several battles, including the German onslaught 

in Flanders Field and the Marne. Diagne stood high :in public esteem and 

was a close friend of Georges Clemenceau, Premier of France. (Later Diagne 

was much criticized by African nationalists as a French 'stooge'.) Diagne 

conv:inced Clemenceau of the value of the Congress and :in ear~ February 

Clemenceau agreed that the Congress could be held as long as it was not 

advertised. 23 

The First Pan-African Congress was attended by fifty-seven delegates 

from fifteen cOlll1tries. Of that number, twelve delegates were from nine 

African territories. Sixteen delega°f:,es were American, and t,018nty-one were 

from the West Indies. The remainder were from Great Britain, Belgium, 
• 

France and Portugal. While Du Bois spoke of these delegates as representative, 

apart from himself, and one or two others, the delegates represented no one 

except themselves. Most of the delegates were residents of France ru1d this 

appeared to have been the main criteria for their presence at the Congress. 

The Congress was described by the New York Evenin~ Globe as lithe first 

assemb~ of its kind in history • • • seated at long green tables in the 

council room to~ were Negroes :in the trim uniform of American Army officers, 

other American coloured men in frock coats or bUSiness suits, polished French 

Negroes who hold public office, Senegalese who sit in the French C~~mber of 

23. ~., pp. 9 - 10. 
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24 . 
Deputies •• • ". Diagne was elected President and gave the opening address; 

Du Bois lvas elected executive secretary. Diagne IS speech 't-TaS restrained and 

laudatolJr of French colonialism. Other speakers acquainted the delegates 

with Belgiumls latest reforms in the Congo while another spoke about the 

lIopportunities and liberties given the natives in the Portugese colonies".25 

When the time came to pass resolutions for presentation to the Peace Conference 

the delegates lost some of their accommodating pose and were critical of 

colonial policies. 

The resolutions asked that the lIallied and associated powers establish 

a code of law for the international prote~tion of the natives of Africa, similar 

to the proposed international code for labour". Also that a permanent bureau 

be established under the League of Nations to oversee the application of the 

code of laws so that lithe political, social and economic welfare of the 

natives lt2Q would be assured. The resolutions went on: liThe Negroes of the world 

demand that hereafter the natives of Africa and the peoples of African descent 

be governedll so that they are allowed to own as much land as they can profitably 

develop; capital investment by outsiders should be "regulated as to prevent 

exploitation of the natives and the exhaustion of the natural wealth of the 

countryll; the general conditions of labour were to be prescribed and regulated 

in each state and slavery and corporal pll1ishment had to be abolished; in 

education each child had the right "to learn to read and write his own language, 

24. Quoted by George Padmore, Pan-Africanism or Communism (London: 
Dobson, 1956), p. 123. 

25. Quoted by Rudwick, OPe cit., p. 213. 
26. Du BoiS, The World and Africa, p. 11. 
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and the language of the trustee nation, at public expense, and to be given 

technical education in some branch of industryll; the application of the 

principle of self-determination was limited by the factor of African 

development but lithe natives of Africa must have the right to participate 

in Government • • • in conformity ivith the principle that the government 

exists for the natives and not the natives for the Government". In cases 

where the Africans were not receiving just treatment at the hands of 

colonial' powers nit shall be the duty of the League of Nations to bring the 

matter·to the notice of the civilized worldll •
27 No mention was made of any 

right of the Africans to independence. 

T~e Congress also formulated a petition to the Peace Conference 

demanding that the former German African colonies of Togoland, Cameroons, 

South West Africa, and Tanganyika be placed under international supervision, 

and be held in trust for the inhabitants. This proposal in a diluted form 

became embodied in the Mandates System ot the League of Nations. Du Bois 

contended that in this proposal by the Congress were the origins of 

the System. But Logan comments that this was not the case. "George Louis 

Beer, chief of the Colonial Division of the American Delegation to Negotiate 

Peace in 1919, had prepared as early as 1917 a memorandum on the subject which 

great~ influenced the thinking of Woodr~w Wilson, the real architect of the 
. 28 

Mandates Systemll. 

27 • ill£.., pp. 11 - 12. 

28. Rayford W. Log3.J.i., liThe Historical Aspects of Pan~Africanism, 
1900-1945", in Pan-Africanism Reconsidered, ed. American Society of Ai'rican 
Culture (Berkeley: University of california Press, 1962), pp. 42 - 43. 
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Du Bois vlaS enthusiastic about the effectiveness of the Congress and 

thought that it had acquired many powerful supporters. The Tenth Annual 

Report of the N.A.A.C.P., probably lvritten by Du Bois, stated that: 

Colonel House, of the American Peace Commission, received 
Dr. Du Bois and assured him that he wished these resolutions 
presented to the Peace Conference. Lloyd George wrote Dr. 
Du Bois that he l'lould give the demands of the Congress "his 
careful consideration". The French Premier offered to arrange 
an audience for the President and Secreta~ of the Congress. 
Portugal and Belgium, great colonial powers, offered complete 
co-operation. The League for the Rights of Man, which freed 
Drefus, appointed a special commission to hear, not only of 
the African, but the facts as to the American race problem. 29 

A great deal more would have been accomplished, Du Bois suggested, "if the Negroes 

of the world could have maintained in Paris during the entire setting of the 

Peace Conference a central.headquarters with experts, clerks, and helpers, they 

could have settled the future of Africa at a cost of less than ten thousand 

dollarsu •30 Broderick's on~ comment to this was that the Congress for Du 

Bois was an exercise in selfoodeception. 

The proposals by the Congress for advancement towards self-government 

and those for the Mandates System were premature since they had to contend with 

the prevailing view of the inherent inferiority of the Negro. Beer and Wilson 

both believed in the inherent inferiority of the Negro, and Jan Smuts, who 

backed Wilson's mandates proposals, held even stronger views. As far as mandates 

were concerned one hason~ to compare the African mandated territor,y vdth that 

of the. former Turkish empire to see that it was not the system that prevented 

29. Rudwick, OPe cit .• , p. 214. 

30. W. Du Bois, quoted Francis L. Broderick, W.E.B. Du_B£i~: Negr.<2. 
Leader in a Time of Crisis (stanford: Stanford University Press, 1959), p. 130. 

\ 
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self-government. The Turkish communities which were presumed to be 'r1hite v18re, 

lvi th the exception of Palestine, independent by 1945. Not one of the former 

German colonies in Africa was granted seif-government by 1945. 

The establishment of the League of Nations was the one hopeful result 

Du Bois saw from the Peace Conference. The admittance of Haiti and Liberia 

as full members made him optimistic that the League could become an alter-

native to race war. He thought that the United States would have to become a 

member "on terms which the world lays down,,31 and her membership would limit 

racism at home. While enthusiastic he held reservations about the effectiveness 

of the League of Nations in Africa since it was dominated by the major African 

colonial powers. 

The Congress was well reported in the American press (Du Bois: lithe 

entire press of the world had approved ll ). The New York !Ierald saw nothing 

unreasonable in the programme but the ever realistic Chicago Tribune termed 

the resolutions a "dream" of "an Ethiopian Utopia". 32 William Z. Foster saw the 

Congress as important since "it emphasized the solidarity of Ameri'can Negroes with 

the oppressed colonial peoples, and especia~ that it expressed the national 

s~ntiments of th~ America~ Negro peopleu •
33 Rudwick on the other hand saw it as 

accomplishing very little. No one considered "Du Bois or his followers I 

representatives of the Negro race. Educated Negroes in the United States were 

not much interested in the Pan-African Congress and the masses did not 

respond different~. 

A handful of Negro intellectuals were thinking out loud and 

31. 
32. 

Du Bois, quoted Rudwick, OPe cit., p. 214. 
\ -

Quoted, !eM. J p. 213. I 

33. William Z. Foster J The Negro Pe_ople in American History, (New 
York: International Publishers, 19>4), p. 43§. 
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resolving even louder. There was no real grass roots organizational 

support; none of the N.A.A.C.P. branches seemed to have taken Pan-Africa 

very seriously and headquarters gave it only lip-service ll •
34 John Hope 

Franklin thought that the Congress was moderate~ successful in that it re-

minded 'world public opinion' that Negroes were interested in vlhat the Peace 

Conference ,was doing and it represented the first concerted effort by Negroes 

in demanding fairer treatment from colonial powers.35 

Du Bois returned to the United S'liates after the Congress and, fired by 

what he thought were the possibilities of additional congresses, began to plan 

for a Second Pan-African Congress. Late in 1920 he was successful in convincing 

the executive Board of N.A.A.C.P. to lend their support and to allocate three 

thousand dollars for a Pan-African fund. Responding to criticism from Harcus 

Garvey over the lack of Africans at the previous Congress, Du Bois stated that 

all organizations interested in the Pan-African idea would be invited to send 

delegates to the Second ~an-African Congress scheduled for August and September, 

1921, in London, Brussels and Paris. 

Prior to the convening of this Congress, Du Bois met with the Aborigines 

Protection Association, and was critical of its membership because it was domi-

nated by older, conservative white men. He pointedly told the Association that 

while the whites were helpful to Africans they showed no concern for the opinions 

of Negroes. The Association should in the future defer to Negro leaders, and 
\ 

policies in the future should be dec'ided by "Negro effort aided by white 

34. Rudwick, ~p. cit., pp. 215 - 216. 
35. Johp Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom (New York: Alfred 

A. Knoff, 1948), p. 462. 
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co-operation ll •
36 

Another meeting was held with the International Department 

of the British Labour Party "where the question of the relation of white and 

coloured labotu~ was discussed ll • 37 Sidney Webb declared that the Labour Party 

was opposed to lithe colour bar in labour and elsewhere II , and asked for 

information on Negro labour. 

The first session of the Congress met in London at the Central Hall 

on August 28 and 29. Twice as many delegates w'ere in attendance - 113 - as 

at the 1919 Congress, and African representation more than tripled with forty-

one delegates. Twenty=five were from the United States, twenty-four from 

Europe and seven were from the West Indies. vfuile attempts were made to have 

representatives from organizations and groups, most of the delegates, as in 

1919, represented no one but themselves~ 

Du Bois, as President of' the Congress, delivered the opening address in 

which he reviewed the problems confronting Africans and gave solutions that 

should be applied by the colonial powers. Following addresses by several British 

colonial experts, notab~ Sir Sydney Oliver, a former Governor of, Jamaica and 

Dr. Norman Leys, a leading authority on Kenya, the delegates endorsed a 

"Declaration to the Worl~lt, drafted by Du Bois. The 1 Declaration 1 was typical of 

Du Bois' writing of this period and in part stated that: 

XXIX 

The absolute equality of races, physical, political and 
social is the founding stone of world and human advance
ment. No one denies great differences of gift, capa.city 
and attainment among individuals of all races, but the 
voice of Science, Religion, and practical Politics is one 
in denying the God-appointed existence of super-races or 
races nattITallv and inevitablv and eternallr inferior • 

..., 'V • _ 

36. W.E.B. Du Bois, uA Second Journey to Pan .. Africa", New Republic, 
(1921-22), p. 39. \ . 

I 

37. Du Bois, The ~iorld and A..frica, p. 237. 



That in the vast range of time, one group stiould in its 
industrial technique, or social organization, or splrl
tual vision, lag a few hundred years behind anotiler, or 
forge fitfully ahead, or come to differ decidedly in 
thought, deed, and ideal, is proof of the essential rich
ness and variety of human nature, rather than proof of 
the co-existence of demi-gods and apes in human form. 
The doctrine of racial equality dOes not interfere ruth 
individual liberty; rather it fulfills it. And of all 
the various criteria of vThich masses of men have in the 
past been prejudged and classified, that of the colour 
of the skin and texture of the hair, is surely the most 
adventitious and idiotic • 

The beginning o:f wisdom in inter-racial contact is the 
establishment of political institutions among suppressed 
peoples. The habit of democracy must be made to encircle 
the earth. Despite the attempts to prove that its 
practice is the secret and devine gift o:f the few, no 
habit is more natural or more widely spread among 
primitive people or more easiJy capable o:f development 
among masses. Local sell-government vlith a minimum o:f 
help and oversight can be established tomorrow in Asia, 
in Africa, America, and the isles o:f the sea. It will 
in many instances need general control and guidance, but 
it ·will fail on~ when that guidance seeks ignorantly 
and consciously its own selfish ends and not the people's 
liberty and good. 

Surely in the twentieth century of the Prince o:f Peace, 
in the millennium o:f N:ohammed, and in the mightiest Age 
o:f Human Reason, there can be :found in the civilized 
world enough o:f altruism, learning, and benevolence to 
develop native institutions, whose one aim is not pro:fit 
and power :for the :few • • • 

What then do those demand who see these evils o:f the colour 
line and racial discrimination, and who believe in the divine 
right o:f suppressed and bacb~ard people to learn and aspire 
and be free? The Negro race through their thinking 
intelligentsia demand: 

1. The recognition o:f civilized men as civilized despite 
their race or colour. 

II. Local self-government for backward groups, deliberately 
risi:ng as eA,IJerience d.lld Imowledge grov1 to complete 
self-government under th~ limitation of a self-governed 
world. 



III. Education in self-lmowledge, in scientific truth, 
and in industrial technique, undi vorced from tr...e 
art pf beauty. 

IV. Freedom in their o'l-m religion and social customs 
and Hi th the right to be different and non ... 
conformist. 

v. Co-operation 'l-nth the rest of the world in govern
ment, industry, and art on the bases of Justice, 
Freedom and Peace. 

VI. The return of Negroes to their land and its natural 
fruits and defense against the unrestrained greed 
of invested capital. 

VII. The establishment under the League of Nations of an 
I 

international institution for stuqy of the Negro 
problems. 

VIII. The establishment of an international section. of 
the Labour Bureau of the League of Nations, charged 
with the protection of native labour • • • 

In some such words and thoughts as these we seek to express 
our will and ideal, and the end of our un ... trying effort. To 
our aid we call all men of the earth who love justice and 
mercy_ Out of the depths we have cried unto the deaf and 
dumb masters of the world. Out of the depths we cry to our 
own sleeping souls _ The answer is written in the stars. 

38 

70 

When the Congress reconvened in Brussels on August 31, the unity t~t 

had been apparent in London had evaporated. Negroes in the audience were out-

numbered by whites and the audience had, according to DuBois, a much deeper 

interest than "that of white people we had found elsewhere. Many of BelgiJllTl 3S 

economic and material interests centred in Africa in the Belgian Congo. Any 

interference with the natives might result in an interference with the SOill~ces 

from i-lhich so many Belgian capitalists draw their prosperity.,,39 These fear::' had 

38. 

39. 

~., pp. 238 - 239. 

Ibid., p. 237. -
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been voiced earlier by a Brussels t ncmspaper, The N~I~':£) ':?bnn trYJ annan): cs·· 

ment of the Brussels t meeting 'VJa.S made. The CongrefJS 'ltJ;:"S rlr:mou.nced as "<Xr. 

agency of Moscow l-1921?\ and the cause of native unrest :'n the Congo". The 
J 

government was called upon to forbid the meetings of t'h.e Congress in Brns[;cb. 

The editorial went on to say that 

It is interest.ing to note that this Association (N.A.A.C.P.) 
is directed by personages who it is said in the United Sta.tes 
have received remuneration from Moscow' (Bolsheviks). The 
Association has already organized its propaganda in the lower 
Congo, and "le must not be astonished if some day it causes 
grave difficulties in the Negro villa.ge of Kinshasa, composed 
of all the n1er-do ... wells of the various tribes of the colony 
aside from some hundreds of labourersa40 

Despite the criticism in the press the Congress met and for the _~::,:r';;t 

twa days,:lIcalmness and cliches reigned". 41 Belgian spokesmen fI'om the (;OlO;lL,~. 
office poirrted out to the delegates how far the Africans had advanced under 

Belgian administration. The 'calmness' was broken by Du Bois 'I-1hen, on the 1.&0i::;'(: 

day of the meeting, he read the resolutions adopted at the London sessions a.nd 

asked that they be accepted by the delegates. One of the resolutions was c:!:'i.t.kal 

of Belgian1s colonial administration, although it also gave her credit for pla7.1S 

of reform for the future. Du Bois' action IIproduced 'a serious clash' between the 

American-British delegation, who favoured a critical approach to colonialism, and 

the French-Belgian delegates, who desired an accommodation with the status gU~II.42 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------j~~ 
40. Quoted b.r Padmore, OPe cit., p. 133. 

41. Rudwick, op. cit., po 223. 

42. ~. 



Diagne, as Chairman, refused to allow the London resolutions to be voted on, 

. h3 and charged that the IIblack American radicals" Vlere courting du:aster. A 

white Belgian was allowed to present an alternate set of resoluti.ons in '(,lhich 

it 'Has agreed that the Africans could profit from -education and asked that the 

colonial powers establish commissions to investigate the educational and 

living conditions of Africans. Also suggested was an amalgama.tion of racial 

advancement organizations l'lith headquarters in Belgium. In spite of the 

overall majority of the American and British delegates the alternate res;)"" 

lutions were accepted by the Congress in a vote in which, according to Du 

Bois, even 'Hhite spectators were allowed to cast ballots. Du Bois though.t 

that Diagne had acted in. "bad faithll but felt that it was better to allo14 

the London resolutions to be tabled than to cause further disunity in the 

fragile organization. 

In a mood that was characterized by antagonism, strain and anger, 

the delegates moved on to Paris for the third session of the Congress which 

met on September 5 and 6. "Diagne confessed he had been dicta.torial in 

Brussels. but argued that he was only trying to save the race from destruction. II 

But his action as Chairman in the Paris session did not differ overmuch f~cm 

that at Brussels and he often refused to recognize delegates who disagreed with 

him.44 The schism between the British-American and Belgian-French delegat.es wc:to 

not helped when Diagne along with Gratien candace45 told the Congress about tbe 

43. lli£., 
44. ~., p. 22Lh 
45. Guadalupian member of the French Chamber of Deputies. 
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II good fortune of being 'black Frenchman 1.11
46 

Du Bois 'Vlas later to characterize 

Diagne's stand as a 'cr,ring dangerl to black France. Leaders such as Diagne 

were on~ too willing to go along with the exploitation of the masses in the 

colonies. They held to the lIordinar,r European attitude of the classes to the 
47 

masses lt • 

The split in the Congress was brought into the open with the 

presentation 'once again of the London resolutions. The French delegates 

refused to accept any of the resolutions that were critical of capitalism or 

those demanding the return of land to Africans. Diagne termed the latter 

IIrank communismll •

48 
With these "minor correctionsu49 the resolutions were 

adopted. 

The Congress, before adjourning, elected officers to a temporary Pan-

African secretariat which was to oversee the calling of congresses every two 

years and to lobby for the implementation of the Congress' resolutions. Gratien 

Candace was elected President; I. Breton, Secretary; Rayford W. Logan and 
\ 

another Frenchman completed the executive. Du Bois asked to be relieved of his 

post as Secretary, although he agreed to continue to serve on a committee that 

was to oversee tne establishment of a permanent organization for the Pan-African 

Movement. Until the ideological differences betwe.en the American-British and 

French-Belgian members was healed, Du Bois thought that a I loose I organizational 
50 

structure was sufticient. 

46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
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Du Bo1~ quoted Broderick, 0E- cit., p_ 131. 

Quoted Rudwick, OPe cit." p. 225. 
Du Bois, The World and Africa, p. 238. 
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After the Congress Du Bois l'lent to Geneva to present the resolutions 

of the Congress to the League of Nations. His one minor success was that the 

League's Labour Bureau under Albert Thomas agreed to establish within the 

Bureau a special section dealing with Negro Labour. He was less successful, 

however, in demanding before the Mandates Commission51 that a Negro "properly 

fitted in character and trainingll ,5
2 

,be appointed a member of the Commission. 

The Comnussion accepted the petition but nothing was done. 

-With'his resignation from the executive Du Bois attempted to shift 

some of the responsibility for the Pan-African Movement to the newly elected 

executive and especially to the new executive secreta~, I. Breton, a French 

school te~cher, but was forced to resume his leading role when Breton appeared 

unenthusiastic. Breton declared the meeting of a Third Congress to be 

indefinite~ postponed, citing a lack of interest among possible delegates. He 

reported that in an attempt to collect dues from members of the Movement he spent 

fifteen thousand francs but collected only one thousand francs in dues. Du Bois, 

fearful that if the Congress for 1923 was not held the fragile structure of the 

movement would disintegrate, persuaded other members of the executive (except 

Candace) to over-ru1e Breton. Breton and Candace immediately tendered their 

resignations. 

Du Bois persuaded the National Association of Coloured Women 

in the United States to sponsor the Congress, and succeeded in getting the British 

Labour Party to officially support the holding of the first session of the 1923 

51. The Commission had ten members, all Europeans, half of which 
belonged to non-mandator,r countries.' 

52. Du Bois, The World and Africa, p. 240. 
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Congress in London. 

Delegates from thirteen countries assembled in London towards the 

end of 1923. The resignations of Candace and Breton were accepted, widening the 
\ 
I 

split between the French and American members of the movement. Despite 

addresses by such British socialists as H.G. Wells, Lord Oliver and Harold Laski, 

the meeting was poor~ attended with 'representatives' from on~ thirteen 

countries. Ramsay MacDonald, electioneering, sent his regrets about not 

attending and declared: "Anything I can do to advance the caUse of your people 

on your recommendation, I shall always do glad~II.53 Resolutions from the 

earlier Congresses were reiterated, the most significant being the demand that 

Africans be given a voice in their own governance." The Congress! manifesto 

stressed that the only road to peace was to treat "black folk as men". Taking 

a swing at Jan Christian Smuts, Premier of South Africa, the Manifesto concluded: 

What more paradoxical figure today confronts the world 
than the official head of a great South African State 
striving blind~"to build peace and goodwill in Europe 
by standing on the necks and hearts of millions of black 
Africans '54 

A second session of the Third Congress was held in Lisbon and arrange-

ments were undertaken by the Liga Africana. Padmore described the Li~~ as ltal1 

actual federation of all the indigenous associations scattered throughout the 

five provinces of Portugese Africa.,,55 The meetings were attended by two former 

Portugese Colonial Hinisters. Representations were made in an attempt to get 

the Government" to abolish conscript labour in its African provinces, and to 

-------------~"~-------~---~---------
Quo~ed Du Bois, The World ~ld Africa, p~ 241. 

54. Quoted Padmore, OPt cit., p. 140. 
55. ~., p. 241. 
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:ini tiate other reforms. The representations -vmre ignored. It Wa[l aftt~r 

this Congress that Du Bois made his first trip to Africa, d:Lse\)3sed earlier 

in the thesis. 

A Fourth Congress was scheduled for 1925 but by this time the lack 

of support for the Movement had taken its toll. Du Bois' idea was to charter 

a ship and "sail down the Caribbean stopping for meetings in Jamaica, Haiti, 

Cuba and the French Islands ll56 but upon hearing the price of the charter from 

the French Line - fifty thousand dollars - the scheme was quickly dropped. 

Dn Bois I only comment was that he suspected lithe colonial powers spiked this 

1 ,,57 
p an • Unable to find support in holding the Congress elsewhere, the 1925 

Congress was indefinitely postponed. It was not until August 1927, that he 

\vas able to collect enough support to call the Fourth Pan-African Congress to 

meet in New York City. 

The Circle for Peace and Foreign Relations of the National Association 

of Coloured Women under Addie W. Hunter and Addie Dickenson agreed to sponsor 

the Congress for the second time. Two hundred and eight delegates from twenty

two American states and ten foreign countries attended. Most of the American 

delegates were the repre~entatives of various women's organizations. Africa was 

sparsely represented by delegates from the Gold Coast (Chief Amoah II), Sierra 

Leone, Liberia, and Nigeria. Anthropologists - Melville Herskovits from the 

United States and Mensching from GermaQY - were to address the sessions. 

Du Bois, ever hopeful, thought that this Congress would Itsettle for all 

56. Du Bois, The World and Africa, p. 242. 

57. llii. 

I. 
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time the question as to whether Negroes are to lead :in the rise of Africa 

or whether they must alw~s and everywhere follow the guidance of white 
58' , 

folk". Afraid that this Congress would become confused with Garvey's 

IIBack-to-A.i'rica" Movement - which had happened to previous Congresses -

D~ Bois was extreme~ careful in his pre-Congress statements. The New 

York !hmes was informed that the Pan-Af!ican Movement had no desire to 

reset'(jle Negroes in Africa nor was it interested in removing whites from 

their recognized 'portion' of Africa. The Congress was on~ interested in 

promoting harmonious race relations and the Times lauded the "absence of 

inflammatory racialismll • 59 

The resolutions from previous Congresses were reworked and brought 

up to date by including sections deploring American intervention in Haiti 

and the increasing power and influence of the Firestone Rubber Compa~ in 

the affairs of Liberia. One new note was added, however: "We thank the 

Soviet Government of Russia for its liberal attitude toward the coloured races 

and for the help which it has extended to them from time to time ll •
60 

A generous 

statement since the American Communist Party was denouncing the Pan-African 

Movement as "petit ... bourgeois, black nationalism • • 8 blocking the dissemi= 
61 

nation of Communist influence among the Negroes". 

Once again Du Bois' hopes of arousing the Negro race were unrealized. 

The Fourth Congress had little impact on conditions in the United States, the 

58. Du Bois, quoted Broderick, 0E. cit., p. 132. 
59. Quoted Rudwick, .Q.P~ cit., p. 232. 
60. Quoted Broderick, 0E. cit., p. 132. 
61. Quoted Colin Legum, Pan-Africanism (New York: Praeger, 1962), p. 30. 
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West Indies, or in Afric·a. The New York 'times reported that the ·Congress 

centred "in the personality of Dr. W.E.B. Du Bois"; 62 apart from that it 

had little to sustain it as a viable movement. 

Du Bois made one more attempt to keep the Movement alive. AnSl.rering 

critics that his Congresses were always convened away from Africa, he 

scheduled a Fifth Congress in Tusis for 1929. The French Government, however, 

upon being informed of the plans "very politely, but firmly, informed [DU BOiS] 

that the Congress could take place at Marseilles or any French city, but 

not in Africa ll •
63 The Congress was rescheduled for somewhere in Europe, 

but was never held since, as Du Bois put it, "there came the Great Depression ll •
64 

No further Congresses were attempted during the 1930 l s and it was not 

until 1945 that a new Congress was called. The Congress was organized by the 

Pan-African· Federation;65 Du Bois had little to do with its planning, although 

at the age of seventy-three, he flew across the Atlantic and was given an 

lIenthusiastic welcome by the delegates ll •
66 He was elected Chairman but for the 

first time in the Pan-African Movement the initiative and leadership passed to 

Africans. Jomo Kenyatta, Kwame Nkrumah, Peter Abrahams, S.L. Akintola and 

Nmandi Azildwe played prominent roles. Over two hundred delegates were present 

62. Quoted B.F. Rogers, "W.E.B. Du Bois, Marcus Garvey and Pan-Africa", 
Journal of Negro Histor~, 40 (April, 1955), p. 157. 

63. Du Bois, The World and Africa, p. 243. 
64. ~. 
65. Formed in 1944 by the merger of the International African Service 

Bureau with several other coloured and colonial organizations in Great Britain. 
Its aim was to present a united front in ending colonialism in Africa. See 
PaQ~orej 0E~ cit~j pp~ 146 - 151~ 

66. Padmore, OPe cit., p. 162. 
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w1d what was significant was that a large number of them represented political, 

trade union, and farmer's organizations in Africa. Many of the delegates had 

just attended the organizational meeting 'for the World Federation of Trade 

Unions held' in London. These delegates had organizational support in the 

colonial territories and unlike the small intellectual elite that had guided 

the previous Congresses were geared for social action. The Satyagraha methods 

of Gandhi were thoroughly discussed and endorsed by the Congress "as the only 

effective means of making alien rulers respect the wishes of unarmed subject 

67 people" • A study of the resolutions adopted by the 1945 Congress indicates 

the transformation of the Pan-African Movement from a protest movement primarily 

against racial inequality and involving mainly western hemisphere Negroes to an 

African movement primarily concerned with the liberation of African colonies from 

colonial rule. Gone were resolutions reaffirming vague principles and demanding 

limited self-government. The resolutions were direct and in firm language 

pointed up the fact that these delegates saw only "complete and absolute 

independence for the people of West Africa [as J the only solution to • 
68 

existing problems". 

. . 

While Padmore comments that "Du Bois was by no means a silent 

spectator at the Fifth Pan-African congress,,69 his influence was minimal and 

his acclaim at the Congress was largely sentimental. After 1945 he was not 

overtly active in events concerning Africa. In the late 1950's, thoroughly 

67. Quoted by Colin Legum, Africa: Handbook to the Continent (New 
York: Praeger, 1966), p. 420., 

68. Padmore, OPe cit., p. 16~. 
69. Ibid., p. 162. -
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disenchanted with life in the United States, he moved to Moscow, and in 

1961 accepted the invitation of Kwame Nkrumah to live in Accra. He died 

the re in' 1963. 

80 



CHAPl'ER IV : CONCLUSIONS 

When Du Bois made the familiar discovery that being a Negro in a 

predominantly white society meant rejection and inferiority, his personal 

,reaction was to isolate himself for life from all but the most superficial 

contact with white people. But the relationship between whites and Negroes 

was at that time,' as it is today, the most pressing problem facing American 

society. Du Bois, while holding himself aloof behind his 'veil', did not 

forego the problem. His separation was a per~onal' decision. At the public 

level he constantly strove to right the injustice that saw Negroes in 

essentially the same position as that prior to the American Civil 1rlar. White 

Americans still accepted as inevitable and wise the subordinate position 

ascribed to Negroes. The justification rested on the assumption that Negroes 

were in some manner innately less intelligent than whites, and hence incapable 

of adequately performing tasks requiring higher skills. 

Previously this assumption had been attributed to cultural rather than ' 

biological factors, and attempts to explain the apparent racial differences 

were made on these grounds. Frederic~ Douglass and Brooker T. Washington 

accepted such arguments and consequent~ advocated as the solution a speed-up 

in the process of education among Negroes. Implicit in such a response was 

the assumption that the Negro had no noteworthy cultural accomplishments. The 

evidence cited for this belief was the absence of any known higher Negro 

civilization either in America or Africa. 

Du Bois total~ rejected this latter assamption# He wanted equality both 
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within the Western world between Negroes and whites, and betloJeen the African 

nations in embryo and w~stern nations. This equality was not to be a reward 

for succ.essful13" aping the ways of western civilization through 'education, 

'but a right derived both from the natural dignity of man and what Du Bois con
I 

sidered the glorious achievements of African civilization. The result was a 

blending in his work of the rights of Negroes in the United States '!-lith the 

rights of Africans. The blending took place in a revival of interest in 

African history and society, and an abhorrence' of European domination of 

Africa. The result of this came to be called Pan-Africanism. 

Du Bois correctly diagnosed racial problems as being as much psycho-

logical in characte~ as political, and as a result he saw the need for a trans

valuation of the ideas that denied the existence of aQy African cultural 

achievements. In restoring Africa to a respected place in the world, Du Bois 

hoped that some semblance of dignity might be restored to the Negro, a dignity 

that had been lost through years of enslavement, persecution, inferiority, 

discrimination and dependency. Without dignity or a pride in their history, 

psychological emancipation for Negroes' was impossible. To this end, Du Bois 

sought to bolster the dignity and self-esteem of Negroes by searching the past 

for factors that could give the Negroe~ the basis of pride in their race. Out of 

this search came Du Bois' conviction that all people of African descent had 

common in~erests and must work together if freedom w'~re to be attained. 

Du Bois saw the common interests of Africans and Negroes as resulting 

1. See Immanuel Wallerstein, uPan-Africanism as Protest", in The 
Revolution in World Politics, ed., Morton A. Kaplan (New York: John wIIey and 
Sons, 19b2), p. 139. -
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from tloJO factors. First, their ~acial kinship, and, second, their common 

history of exploitation and subjection. His Pan-African idea was an attempt 

to exploit both of these factors in the hope that joint action could force a 

change in the European domination of Africans. His Pan-African Congresses 

were to be the vehicle for applying such force but, by and large, the 

Congresses were empty gestures, since the common interests that Du Bois spoke 

of were not sufficient to overcome other factors. International Negro-African 

unity did not exist, and, even if it did, the race possessed no power at that 

time that could force a change in American ~acial patterns or European 

colonialism. 

The Pan-African idea fulfilled for Du Bois a deep personal need in 

that it allowed him to get beyond the American scene and find the acceptance 

and recognition which he felt were denied him in the United States. In his 

mm country Du Bois isolated himself, personally, from the mainstream of 

American life, fearing the sting of 'deliberate insult I if he attempted to 

participate. The Pan-African Congresses provided him with an atmosphere of 

racial brotherhood, in which there was little danger of personal rejection or 

insult. The satiation of the need for recognition and acceptance was sufficient 

for Du Bois and, hence, prevented him from seeing the weaknesses inherent in his 

organizat~on. In light of this, one can say that the movement was a success for 

Du Bois personal~ but a failure in its attempt to ameliorate racial conditions 

in the United States or Africa. 

While commentators on earJ.,y Pan-Africanism have consistently used the 

term 'movement' to describe Du Bois' Congresses, organizational~, his Pan-
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Africanism was not a movement in the sense of enjoying wide support from those 

it was designed to help. African involvement was minimal. Most of the 

delegates' were from the United States or the West Indies, and those Africans 

who did attend were residents of colonial countries and had little contact v1ith 

events in Africa. Du Bois, in. 1923, attempted to interest the National Congress 

of British West Africa but found little rapport for, or interest in, his idea. 

The ~ack of African support was matched also by the lack of lasting support in 

the United States. The N.A.A.C.P. approved of the 1919 Congress and voted 

funds for the 1921 Congress, but thereafter did little to support the idea. 

Du Bois did little except for writing editorials to win widespread support or 

influence key Board members. His relations with Board members were often 

strained and he refused to modif.r his programme in order to keep them interested. 

Instead, he attacked th~m, accusing them of being ~hamed of their African 

heritage. 

The on~ consistent factor in the growth of Pan-Africanism was Du Bois 

himself, and his own shortcomings became the shortcomings of the movement. 

Once he lost interest in the idea, there was little else to keep it alive. After 

his failure to summon a 1929 Congress, Du Bois realized till futility of his idea 

and concluded that there was little hope of changing racial conditions through 

worldwide action. Thereafter, his ideas were dormant and it was not until 1945, 

when more political~ active organizers arrived on the scene that some of his 

goals were achieved. Even then, the success of Africans in ending colonialism 

became possible on~ with a rejection of Du Bois' central thesis of international 

racial co-operation. Colonialism was displaced when African leaders realized 
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that the fight had to take place on an' intra-territorial rather than an 

inter-territorial basis. 

It is possible that Du Bois' Pan-Africanism would not have achieved 

its aims, no matter what its support, but under the type and style of his 

leadership the whole effort became hollow and ineffectual. Du Bois was chief~ 

a propagandist, fond of writing stirring editorials and conference resolutions. 

He was not given to developing strong, well-organized social action groups and 

as a consequence his Pan-African organization was small and ineffective, never 

becoming more than a sort of exclusive club for a few African and Negro 

intellectuals. Du Bois was unable or perhaps unwilling to attempt wider support, 

and consequentlY his idea of international racial co-operation remained just 

that - an idea. 

Du Bois started out in life to be a social scientist, a seeker of truth 

in the belief that the truth would make the Negro and the African free men. But 

he felt driven to be a propagandist and as such his truth-seeking became more 

selective and his truths more supple •. Nowhere was this more evident than in his 

use of race and colour, central to his Pan-Africanism. Negroness and blackness 

not onlY had.to be made acc~ptable, the,r had to be romanticized and in his more 

rhapsodic moments made the criterion for good, beauty, and truth. Race doctrine 

that was anathema when it was white became eloquent when it was black: "I 

believe in the Negro race, in the beauty of its genius, the sweetness of its 

soul". 2 In such a scheme white became the criterion of all evil. Du Bois 

thought that since coloured people eve~vhere were exploited by whites it was 

2. See Harold R. Isaacs, The New 1'iTorld of Negro Americans (New 
York: Viking Press, 1963). 
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possible to develop international racial co-operation between all coloured 

peoples. The idea of common racial consciousness was even more tenuous than 

his idea of common consciousness between Africano and Negroes. R-3.cial 

chauvinism was not a dominating force among coloured peoples, .for if it were 

Du Bois might have headed an epic movement. Du Bois was a captive of his own 

racial philosophy which saw the call to arms more urgent than many-sided 

analysis. The call to arms was hardly a success, since colour was not 

monomania among coloured peoples. 

In all of this, one is forced to conclude that Du Bois' Pan-Africanism 

was a failure. A failure mainly in his misunderstanding of the forces at work 

in the world of the 1920's and 1930's. He did not realize that other forces 

apart from race and colour were concurrently at work. The most that can be 

said for his idea is that it produced the idiom in which politically more 

active organizations and leaders could operate. His Congresses symbolized 

that the ~ was coming when Africans would be part of the world community 

and their voices heard in the councils of power. Du Bois made himself 

and his Pan-Africanism part of the glacial pressures that move hUman society, 

and in doing so he provided impetus for others. 
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